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Evolved Europe B.V. opens a new
distribution centre near Amsterdam,
enabling Raymond Houtenbos to offer
even better service to the customers
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It has become become a tradition that
ThaiFest takes place in a new location
every year – Leonid Fishman tells us
about the location of the 2019 event

Bathmate has implemented a number
of changes in 2018, and as we learn in
our interview with Tim Brown, they have
yielded the desired results
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Matt Smith works in the Austalian
e-commerce segment, and in our
EAN interview he tells us more about
his company Cherry Banana

schoenerlieben.de
is an online shop
that caters to a
Christian target
audience. Shop
founder Wellington
Estevo provides
details about his
corporate
philosophy
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Hunkyjunk – that is the name of the
new brand from Oxballs. Ryan Fraga,
Oxballs’ Sales and Operations Manager,
shines a spotlight on the new products

Lingox has developed several new
materials that have the potential of
causing a big stir in the market - CEO
Manuel Martin gives us the details
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The elaborate designs of ML Creation
immediately catch the eye. EAN and
designer Susanna Lee talk about the
company’s latest creations
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letter from the editor

New pjur hires in 2018

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

pjur – gives you more expertise

Before we turn to the current
events and developments in
the erotic market, we’d like to
take the time and wish you all
a great new year and all the
best for 2019! Most of us only
get a short breather between
the end-of-year madness and
the running start into the new
year, but we hope you had
the opportunity to relax and
recharge those inner batteries.
2019 promises to be another
exciting year for the industry.
Will sex tech finally have its
big break? How will the sex
dolls category develop? Will
the renaissance of exclusive distribution agreements
continue? Will we see more
investors entering the market?
We are just as excited as you
are to learn the answers to
these questions. 2019 will also
bring a series of big anniversaries. For instance, eroFame
will turn ten in October, and
Hanover-based company
JOYDIVISION will get to celebrate 25 years of success in
this industry. Moreover, March
will see the highly anticipated
comeback of ETO Show, as
the b2b event for the British
market returns after a two-year hiatus. That same month on March 23, at 23:00 British
time, to be precise – Brexit is
supposed to take effect. But
at this point, it is still anyone’s
guess if that date will hold and
what Brexit will look like when
or if it finally happens. As
you know, EAN is a monthly
publication which means that
some developments simply
happen too close to our printing deadline. So, who knows,
maybe things will already look
very differently by the time you
read these lines. If there are
changes, let’s hope they are
for the better. Of course, when
it comes to Brexit, what’s better or worse is pretty much a
matter of opinion at this point.

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – The pjur group has continued to expand in 2018, appointing an
additional employee to the Marketing, PR, Quality Management, Procurement & Logistics,
and Finance teams. Dennis Greveldinger has joined the Marketing department as a new
Marketing Manager.

That‘s it for this month!
Randolph Heil
Matthias Poehl

e urgently needed additional support
in marketing due to our success in
recent years,” explains Michael Bart, Head
of Global Marketing & Online Marketing.
“We are delighted to have found this in
Dennis Greveldinger. He will primarily be
involved in conceptual and project-based work.” Elisabeth Dahmen from the
PR & Communications department will
be starting maternity leave at the start
of 2019. As a result, Johanna Höllriegl
has joined the
team as Global
PR & Communications
Manager. “I am
delighted that
we were able to
find someone
so quickly to
take on these
tasks together
with Vanessa
Melchisedech. Ms Höllriegl will support
our team here in the long term and I am
already looking forward to working with
her again when I return to work at the end
of 2019,” says Elisabeth Dahmen. Sascha
Engler joined the Procurement & Logistics
team in July 2018. He is working with
Sandra Wettengel in Procurement and
Nike Giebel in Logistics. “Sascha has a
lot of experience in this field and is a real
boost for our team in Luxembourg. He has
already become a fully-fledged member of
the team,” adds Ralph Ehses, COO and
Head of Procurement & Logistics. The
Quality Management department has also

W
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grown. Nadine Dorner joined the pjur QM
team as As- sociate QMB in August 2018.
“Nadine Dorner has the expertise and
experience we need in the field of quality
management. She is helping the pjur QM
team monitor and continually optimize our
quality processes to ensure our products
meet the regulatory requirements of our
different sales regions and can continue
to be distributed in these areas,” explains
Andrea Giebel, QMB at pjur. The fifth new
employee is
Rialda Tiganj,
who has joined
the Finance
and Office
Management
departments.
“We needed
an extra team
player in these
two departments, not
just because of the acquisition of the
US business. We are delighted by her
commitment and support,” comments
CFO Patrick Giebel. “We have to expand
our workforce to keep pace with the
international success of our products
and business relationships. We urgently
needed additional support – not only in
Communications but also in Procurement,
Quality Management, Logistics and Finance. So we are delighted to welcome these
new faces and look forward to shaping
a successful future together,” explains
Alexander Giebel, Founder and CEO of
the pjur group.
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Calvista secures Novel Creations
exclusive distribution rights
Australia & New Zealand
Melbourne, Australia - Novel Creations have teamed up with Calvista to streamline their distribution in Australia and New Zealand. Calvista will commence distribution of award-winning brand Nu Sensuelle and S-Wet products from 30 November 2018. S-Wet was the
original brand launched in Australia as both brands are represented in most retailers.

o make the transition smooth, Carly
Gazley will continue to be the face of
Novel Creations for Australia and New
Zealand, while Calvista will handle the distribution and trade marketing for the brand.
Novel Creations is committed to the
creation and distribution of the finest
products made from the most innovative
technologies and material, their current
Nu Sensuelle range includes rechargeable vibes, bullets, c-rings, anal toys and
Sensuelle Homme. The company has
produced three new innovative products
including Point Plus Bullet as well as
the Ace and Aimii prostate and g-spot
vibes. The Point Bullets have been a best
seller for Novel Creations and the Point
Plus delivers even more power with two
silicone sleeves and dual button controls.
The Ace and Aimii with its soft silicone,
bendable/flexible shaft and two powerful
motors, is a prostate/g-spot massager
like no other. “All involved are extremely
excited with the exclusive partnership,

T

as the new arrangement will drive growth
for the Nu Sensuelle brand in Australia
and New Zealand”, says Calvista’s General Manager Mr. Roger Sheldon-Collins.
“Nu Sensuelle products are first class,
they are a highly successful brand not
only internationally but especially here in
Australia. From Novel Creations’ humble
beginnings back in 2009, their brand Nu
Sensuelle has become a major player
in the Australian market and Calvista
is extremely fortunate to distribute the
entire range”. Mr. Sheldon- Collins adds,
“Calvista has always wanted to work
with Novel Creations and we foresee
an exciting and long-term partnership”.
Barry Brinberg one of the founders of
Novel Creations commented, “I have
known Roger for many years and in the
end, it was our friendship and the professionalism of Calvista’s operation that
made our decision very easy in whom
we wanted to partner up with in Australia
and New Zealand.”

Xgen Products now shipping new vibes
from Frederick‘s of Hollywood Toys

Available at Xgen: the Lay On Vibe from
Frederick’s of Hollywood

08

Horsham, USA - Xgen Products is
shipping the Lipstick Vibe and the Lay
On Vibe, the newest compact vibrators
from Frederick’s of Hollywood Toys. The
Lipstick Vibe is compact and features a
powerful motor with nine vibrating functions that, while whisper quiet, will take
things from stimulating arousal to off the

charts orgasm. The Lay-On Vibe features
nine vibrating functions along with a compact size and contouring shape that hits
the right spot each time. It’s ergonomic
design fits perfectly between the legs (or
other curved body parts) for grinding, clitoral stimulation, and more. Made of soft
silicone and available in black or purple.
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New TRUSKYN Strokers by Doc Johnson
Available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new TRUSKYN Stroker Beaded and TRUSKYN Stroker Ribbed are now ready to order at SCALA. These sleek, non-anatomical designs by Doc Johnson have a futuristic appeal and combine classic stroking pleasure with
state-of-art-art silicone TRUSKYN material: creating a perfect blend of orgasmic pleasure.

ach new, handheld stroker features a stimulating textured interior and simple non-anatomical design for discreet use and storage. The
difference between the two is the type of interior:
the TRUSKYN Stroker Beaded features a beaded
sleeve, whilst the TRUSKYN Stroker Ribbed
has a ribbed, textured sleeve for maximum
stimulation. Doc Johnson further describes the
new releases as: “Each stroker is handcrafted in
Platinum TRUSKYN, a 100% pure health-grade

E

silicone created in a proprietary process
that leaves it as soft and supple as
real skin. An open design makes this
product easy to clean and maintain
for lifelong sexual health benefits.” The
new TRUSKYN Stroker Beaded and
TRUSKYN Stroker Ribbed are also
top rack dishwasher safe for an easy, quick clean
and proudly made in America guaranteeing their
premium quality standard.

Increase your
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New advertising material

from ORION Wholesale

Booklet ‚Abierta Fina‘ and ‚Cotelli Collection Bondage‘
Flensburg, Germany – ORION Wholesale now has a new, neutral booklet in stock to pass
on to retail customers: the booklet has 32 pages, comes in A5 size and presents the latest
collections of the high-class labels Abierta Fina and Cottelli Collection Bondage.

ach lingerie product is presented with
a short description in English and German - with item numbers, but without retail prices. There is a size chart at the end
of the booklet and a small blank space for
the retailer’s stamp on the back. The booklet is available in packs of 25 using the
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item number 09098310000 – only while
stocks last. In addition, ORION Wholesale
provides its customers with various other
neutral catalogues and brochures for a
perfect presentation at the point of sale.
They can be found at www.orion-wholesale.com in the POS section.

HOT visits Medic West Africa fair in West Africa
Vöcklabruck, Austria – Immediately after
the eroFame trade show, the HOT team
went to Lagos Nigeria, to present selected
products on the Medic West Africa fair together with the Austrian Federal Economic
Chamber. This was the first time HOT was
at trade fair in West Africa. With over 210
million inhabitants, Nigeria is an important
market in Africa. The fair was well visited,
not only by locals, but also by visitors from
neighboring states. „Our products were

HOT‘s debut on the Medic West
Africa fair was a success

incredibly in demand here and unfortunately
we did not have any catalogs left after the
first day,“ says Michael Sonner, General
Manager. „Even the Minister of Health,
Prof. Isaac Adewole, did not hesitate to
personally examine our products.“ HOT
announces, that the company plans to
work together with a distributor in Nigeria as
soon as possible to meet the demand. This
makes Nigeria the 57th country where HOT
products are now distributed.

Kinky COLT Camo arrives exclusively at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – COLT Camo
is now exclusively ready to order at
SCALA! This amazing new range by CalExotics is masculine, durable and allows
you to live out your military fantasies, soldiering on towards a sensational session
of intimate play.
The COLT Camo collection features 6
kinky designs to choose from: the Camo
Ball Gag, Universal Cuffs, Collar & Leash,
Hog Tie, Over The Door Cuffs and a
12

Thigh Sling. Made of quality materials
such as heavy-duty polypropylene and
comfortable cotton, it strikes the perfect
balance between hard and soft, restricted
and comfortable, style and functionality.
COLT Camo is also packaged in a contemporary, eye-catching way and come in
a sturdy camouflage-colored pouch that
can also be used as a keepsake bag for
storage between uses.
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Back to Basics
pjur WOMAN Serie
Wasserbillig. Luxembourg – Many of the products from the pjur group are global best sellers.
However, some sales teams still have difficulty finding the right product for customers.

o pjur, will be providing a little extra
tuition every two months. Today’s
lesson is all about pjur WOMAN.
The pjur WOMAN range now comprises
six products designed specifically for
women. These include the five personal
lubricants pjur WOMAN, pjur WOMAN
Aqua, pjur WOMAN Nude, pjur WOMAN Aloe and pjur WOMAN Vegan. The
portfolio is rounded off perfectly with
pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave. pjur
WOMAN is the only silicone-based personal lubricant in the WOMAN range. It
does not contain any preservatives and
delivers particularly long lasting lubrication. This product is particularly suitable
for women who often suffer from fungal
infections.
pjur WOMAN Aqua is a water-based
personal lubricant. The water is absorbed into the top layers of skin, where it

S

The pjur WOMAN range now
comprises six products designed specifically for women

has a moisturising effect. This personal
lubricant is ideal for use with any toys.
pjur WOMAN Nude is a water-based
personal lubricant that does not contain
preservatives, parabens or glycerin.
Women who experience problems with
these ingredients should choose this
additive-free personal lubricant. pjur
WOMAN Aloe is a personal lubricant
that contains moisturising aloe vera. It is
particularly suited to women who have
dry skin.
pjur WOMAN Vegan is the vegan personal lubricant in the WOMAN range.
All ingredients are vegan and have not
been tested on animals. pjur WOMAN
After YOU Shave is spray that can prevent razor bumps and skin irritation after
intimate shaving. It is particularly kind
to skin as it does not contain alcohol or
perfume.

Brand Central Station lands North American
marketing deal with Tickler
Los Angeles, USA – Brand Central Station
(BCS), a full-service sales and marketing
agency for up & coming retail brands, has
secured a partnership deal with Swedish
adult toymaker Tickler Ltd.
Under the terms of the agreement, BCS will
exclusively handle the promotion, marketing and sales of Tickler’s entire collection,
including their newest arrivals the Smooth
Operators. “This new agreement with Tickler Ltd. will expand the company’s market
share and build brand awareness in the
22

highly-lucrative North American adult toy
market,” said BCS’s Ryan Poirier. “We look
forward to creating many new opportunities
with quality retailers on behalf of Tickler
vibes.” The Smooth Operators collection
features the Snazzy clitoral vibrator, Choosy
G-spot vibe and Classy vibrator, all made
with Tickler’s signature super-smooth
waterproof body-safe silicone, easy-to-use
button controls, powerful & discreet motors
and variable speeds with different pulsation
modes.
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The Lovehoney Trade Team ready to

kick oﬀ 2019 in style at ANME
New products to be launched

Bath, England – Lovehoney’s award-winning Trade Sales Team is gearing up to kick off 2019
with a busy ANME show, which starts on 13th January at the Marriott in Burbank, California. I n
attendance will be Lovehoney’s International Sales Manager Kate Hodgson-Egan, and US Sales
Manager Sabrina Earnshaw.

ate and Sabrina will be launching brand
new products, including the Happy Rabbit Mini Vibes. This new range in addition to
other popular ranges will be showcased at
the Lovehoney booth #201- 203. The new
products in the range include; Happy Rabbit
Rechargeable Mini Rabbit Vibrator, Happy
Rabbit Mini Ears Rechargeable Clitoral
Vibrator and Happy Rabbit Vibrating Rabbit
Cock Ring. The Happy Rabbit Rechargeable Mini Rabbit Vibrator contains all the
pleasures of a classic rabbit vibrator in one
powerful, petite package. USB rechargeable
and boasting 12 patterns of vibration, the
Happy Rabbit Mini Rabbit Vibrator is the
perfect travel-friendly pleasure partner for
sensational solo sex. A superb sex toy for
couples, the Happy Rabbit Vibrating Rabbit
Cock Ring features two super-stretchy rings
for enhanced staying power and rabbit-powered bunny ears for intense clitoral stimulation. Explore its 12 modes of vibration for
shared delights. In addition to Happy Rabbit,
the team will also have Broad City, Fifty Shades of Grey Official Pleasure Collection and

K
New: Happy Rabbit Rechargeable Mini
Rabbit Vibrator, Happy Rabbit Mini
Ears Rechargeable Clitoral Vibrator
and Happy Rabbit Vibrating Rabbit
Cock Ring

Uprize on show. With the new series of Broad City launching on 24th January in the US,
it is the perfect time to stock up on sex toys
inspired by the hit Comedy Central sitcom.
Since the launch, the range of irreverent
and colourful items have been appealing to
Broad City’s extensive fan base as well as
first time users. International Sales Manager
Kate Hodgson-Egan says, “ We are excited
to show off all our new ranges and introduce
the Happy Rabbit mini vibes to our customers. Not only are we promoting our fantastic new ranges, but a range of POS that will
increase sales and encourage footfall into
stores - our designs are second-to-none
and we’re proud of what we’ve created for
our brands. The team have been preparing
to kick off the year in style at the ANME
show. Lovehoney has even more ambitious
plans for 2019 and we’re excited to share
these with existing and new customers.
We love meeting face-to-face with retailers
and distributors to receive their feedback
on product ranges and their priorities for the
year ahead. See you all there!”

Smoothglide condoms are now
available as 3-pack machine pack

MVW has added an new packaging
size to their Smoothglide line

34

Mainz-Kastel, Germany – From now on
Smoothglide condoms are also available in the 3-pack machine pack. The
condoms are ‘Made in Germany’ and are
available in two versions – ‘Strawberry’
and ‘Transparent’. Smoothglide condoms have an exceptionally good fit. The
condoms have a rolled-out length of 200

mm and a nominal width of 54 mm, as
well as a wall thickness of 0.06 to 0.07
mm. The 300 mg silicone oil coating
ensures a pleasant application. Smoothglide condoms are transparent, smooth
and cylindrical. With Reservoir. Exclusive
available at MVW Schmitt Vertriebs GmbH
(www.mvw.de).
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Pipedream
continues to grow
Kristin Calzada is the new Chief Revenue Officer
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream’s recent growth has
been led with an emphasis on female leadership, an effort further driven with the company’s
most recent hire, Kristin Calzada, who has been
appointed to the newly developed position of Chief
Revenue Officer.

ristin will oversee Pipedream’s sales and marketing
teams with a focus on global
marketing programs that integrate
both consumer preference and
wholesale customer support.
“Kristin is an inspiring and proven
leader with deep expertise of the
complexities in sales and marketing. She has a
strong understanding of our wide range of customers and will help drive the company to execute
on our aggressive future growth plans,” said
Matthew Matsudaira, CEO of Pipedream. “Over
her long career in senior leadership positions,
Kristin has demonstrated incredible aptitude
for helping customers and growing businesses
into large revenue streams and we are thrilled
to expand this strong skillset to the next phase
of growth for Pipedream.” Kristin joins Pipedream with 25 years of combined experience in
marketing, sales, product development, buying
manufacturing, and licensing at companies
including Warner Bros., Funrise Toy Corporation,
and May Merchandising Company. She founded and was the Vice President of the lucrative
Global Gaming category for Warner Bros. and
created the Willy Wonka Billion Dollar Golden
Ticket lottery program—the largest revenue-generating instant ticket lottery program in history.
“Pipedream has a library of great brands and an
incredible organization of people with whom I’m
very excited to work,” said Calzada. “Our goal is
to strengthen our brand-messaging to influence
consumer preference for our innovative products
while we continue to provide exceptional service
and support to our customers.”
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10 % oﬀ Kink by Doc Johnson + extra 50 %
oﬀ discontinued items in the January Sale
ABS Holdings
Ringwood, England – Doc Johnson have joined forces with the world’s leading fetish brand - Kink.
com, and the result is an exciting range of BDSM toys and accessories that are now set to ship
at ABS. As an introductory offer, the distributor will be giving their customers 10% off the entire
range throughout January, making it an affordable and thrilling collection to kick off the new year.

lus, besides the annual ABS January
Sale, customers can look forward to
an extra 50% off their discontinued items
for amazing savings throughout the month!
There are so many reasons to love this
kinky Doc Johnson collaboration - each
Kink item boasts excellent quality, and
customers will love the unique designs that
are styled for new initiates and experienced
players alike. The toys are handcrafted from
body safe materials, giving consumers peace of mind while they play. These premium
fetish products are a statement addition to
the box of bondage toys and accessories.
Customers can look forward to a leather
range that includes a collar, ball gag, cuffs,
a leather mask and more. ABS are also stocking their range of sensation play toys that
are designed to tickle and tease. They’re
adding the 3 wheel and 5 wheel pinwheels,
as well as The Stinger electro play wand.

P

This cattle-prod style e-stim toy leaves no
visible marks on the skin, but does produce
a tantalising crackling sound and a visible
spark as it shakes up the senses. The
Power Banger is one of the most sensational toys in the range and offers portable
pleasure that’s compact and powerful. This
sex machine has a handheld remote and
consumers can choose from 30 - 195 strokes per minute for play at a pace that suits
them. ABS are also stocking Wet Works
from the Kink range - a range of waterproof
sheets, pillowcases and more designed
especially for water play. From essentials to
anal toys, the Kink range by Doc Johnson is
packed with play potential – and ABS love
that it’s varied enough to excite even the
most seasoned pleasure seeker. With their
10% off offer, January is the perfect time to
stock up on this innovative new collection at
ABS.

Dr. Rocco’s Pleasure Emporium by Rocks-Oﬀ
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new Dr.
Rocco’s Pleasure Emporium collection by
Rocks-Off includes 10 different products,
each themed with a unique steampunk-inspired twist. Steampunk is a science-fiction
genre with a big following that takes its
inspiration from Victorian-era fashion combined with steam-powered machinery. It
has a world-wide fan-base and is a lifestyle
that rapidly increases in popularity, making
36

this new Dr. Rocco’s Pleasure Emporium
bang on trend. Designs in this new collection by Rocks-Off include various product
categories such as cock rings, vibrators,
anal plugs, bullets and more. Rocks-Off
has also included a branded lubricant –
aptly named Lubrication Potion – to this
playful collection, allowing retailers to easily
up-sell it with any Dr. Rocco’s Pleasure
Emporium purchase.
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The new Gbulb
Available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new Gbulb by
Gvibe is now available at SCALA. This pleasure
providers takes powerful pleasure and puts it in a
playful, well-known silhouette.

The unique lightbulb-inspired shape has a
powerful, wand-style
motor that produces intense vibrations, whilst
its 100% waterproof
exterior ensures it can also light up the bath or
shower time with sensual stimulation. This fun
vibe has all the high-end functions cosnumers
crave, such as 6 intense vibration modes and a
soft silicone coating, plus it is rechargeable and
works for 6 hours on a single charge. The product also comes with a 1-year warranty by Gvibe
and has a very competitive pricing that making its
thrilling power affordable to all.

New at DUSEDO

Bad Kitty Pet Play Plug & Ears
Black set consisting of a butt plug
with cat tail and a headband with
cat ears (pink on the inside).Butt
plug 9.3 cm long, insertion depth
8.5 cm, Ø 4.1 cm; tail 37.7 cm long;
cat ears 8 cm long;
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headband 0.4 cm wide. Butt plug:
silicone with a PU coating; tail:
70% polyacrylic, 30% polyester;
ears: 100% polyester; headband:
metal.
0533602 0000

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands
– The new Oxballs Pig-Hole
FF Hollow Plugs are designed
for even heavier ass-play.
They are a bigger, wider and
a more heavy duty version
of the popular Pig Hole XXL. They feel
like a beefy balled-up fist up the insides.
Do you want something wider n’ fill a
fuckhole deeper? Than take a look at
the new Pig Hole Deep 1 and 2. Two sizes, big and small, thin walls but strong,
stretchy and feeling the movement combined with fullness. Both the Pig Hole
FF and the Pig Hole Deep come in two
colors: black and red. Made from pure
Platinum Silicone.
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EDC Wholesale carries

all three UltimateFantasy Dolls
Kitty, Carmen, and Bianca
Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale carries all three Ultimate Fantasy Dolls from
Pipedream in its assortment. The lovely ladies, Kitty, Carmen, and Bianca, are ready to
travel to their final destination and are available for retailers to order now.

ltimate Fantasy Dolls are carefully created to fulfill fantasies and inspire intimate
pleasure on all levels. All three beauties feature a high level of realism and details and
offer a guaranteed value that sets Pipedream’s Ultimate Fantasy Dolls apart from the
rest. Enveloped in soft Fanta Flesh skin with
a sturdy stainless-steel skeleton, they each
offer three deep pleasure holes that can be
enhanced with the included USB heating
wand and are completely posable from their
heads down to their fingers and toes. Most
importantly, the unique personalities of Kitty,
Carmen, and Bianca shine brightly through
their distinctive facial features, hair, body

U
EDC Wholesale is offering all three
Ultimate Fantasy Dolls from now on

shapes, heights, weights, and breast sizes.
“We are thrilled to offer our customers all
three Ultimate Fantasy Dolls from Pipedream,” said Andre Visser, Sales Director
at EDC Wholesale. “All three of them are
beautiful in their own way, we couldn’t
leave one out as we want our customers
and the end-consumer to have a choice
from all three to make their ultimate fantasy
come true. These dolls are unlike anything
I’ve ever seen before. The material they are
made from and the high level of details is
amazing. I’m sure our customers and the
end-consumers will be as exciting as we
are about these lovely ladies.”

Aneros launches AnerosFemme
Houston, USA – Aneros is very proud
to present AnerosFemme.com, a new
information and education site expressly
for women’s sexual health and pleasure.
“Based on the demand from our female customers, it was imperative that we
extend our online presence to reflect
our appreciation. After a lot of consideration and planning, we are excited to
launch AnerosFemme.com,” said Malay
Vannouvong, operations manager for
Aneros. “It’s an informative and educational
go-to portal for sexual health and wellness
as well as a great resource for unique
Aneros products geared towards women.”
The manufacturer of acclaimed prostate
massagers and Kegel exercisers, Aneros
presents AnerosFemme.com with the goal
of providing timely information on sexual
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health for women as well as information
on a variety of women’s products aimed at
improving intimacy and total health through
education. The site features information
on Aneros’ newest product, the rechargeable, hands-free VIVI Kegel exerciser and
stimulator that is perfectly designed for a
woman’s unique needs, providing simultaneous clitoral and G-spot stimulation with
the utmost responsiveness. Able to run for
five hours on a single charge, VIVI features
app-enabled vibration control when using
an iPhone or Android. Other featured products include the popular hands-free EVI,
a self-powered, hands-free Kegel exerciser
and pleasure device, and the Peridise ‚Tantric swizzle sticks‘, which utilize the
body’s natural responses to provide unique
anal stimulation.
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New ‚Sweet Smile‘ stars in

the sky of pleasure
ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany – ‚Sweet Smile‘ is one of ORION Wholesale’s best-selling labels. This
is because these sex toys are full of life: their design is as beautiful as love and their range
goes from playful romance to crazy fun.

he highlight of these high-quality
silicone toys is their silky soft-touch
surface – it provides intense feelings
of passion and opens the door to new,
tingling experiences of pleasure. There
are now seven new ‚Sweet Smile# stars
in the sky of pleasure:
The ‚Double Vibrator‘ is a versatile lover
that allows for the realisation of many
erotic ideas – solo or as a couple. Not
only is a simultaneous stimulation of
vagina and anus possible, but the two
vibrator arms can also be used to pinch
the nipples, clitoris or testicles. The two
motorised vibro arms – one arm is wider
than the other – are extremely soft and
flexible. They are extra wide at the top
for an extremely pleasurable stimulation.
The exciting package is finished by 10
thrilling vibration modes. The new ‚Rotating Rabbits‘ are available in pink and
purple. The battery powered vibrators
have a clitoral stimulator for double the
fun: while the grooved shaft rotates
inside the vagina in 3 different speeds,
the clitoris can enjoy the thrilling vibrations of the seven vibration modes. The
‚Rechargeable Rabbit‘ opens up new
dimensions of rabbit fun. The bulging
vibrator head and the 10 exciting vibration modes provide an extremely intense
stimulation of the G-spot. The dotted
clitoral stimulator is shaped like two
long bunny ears and has two motors
that can be controlled separately from
the shaft’s vibrations. It can be recharged with the included USB cable.
The extremely flat lay-on vibrator
‚Rechargeable Touch‘ is small, cheeky
and very discreet. It is adapted to the

T

The 'Sweet Smile‘ sex toys are
made out of high-quality silicone
with a velvety-soft PU coating
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shape of the body and is also very
easy to hold because of its ergonomic
design. The slim design means that it
can also be placed inside panties very
discreetly. It has 10 thrilling vibration
modes to cover the full spectrum of intimate fun. The vibrator can be recharged
with the included USB cable. The battery run time and the charging time are
about 60 minutes. The purple ‚Finger Vibrator‘ has a curved tip to stimulate the
G-spot and is perfect for some tender
caresses. Just slip one finger into the
Sweet Smile Finger Vibrator’s finger loop
and put the included, battery powered
mini vibrator (batteries included) into the
sleeve and you’re good to go.
The pink, battery powered ‚Mini G-Spot
Vibrator‘ is small but extremely powerful. Behind its soft surface waits a
powerful motor with seven vibration
modes that can be controlled easily at
the push of a button. The ‚Sweet Smile‘
sex toys are made out of high-quality
silicone with a velvety-soft PU coating.
They are delivered in a high-quality
cardboard box that has a description of
the product in various languages on it
as well. The box can be easily opened
and closed because it has a magnetic
fastener. The product itself can be seen
behind the blister packaging once the
front of the box has been opened. Not
only is the packaging eye-catching and
guarantees a sale, but it can also be
stood up or hung up with the hanger
in the middle. More products will now
fit into the sales space because they’re
more compact. They also take up less
space when they’re in storage.
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New CleanStream products

now available at DUSEDO

CleanStream Enema Syringe & Pump Action Enema Bottle with Nozzle
Amsterdam, The Netherlands – DUSEDO has taken two new products by CleanStream in
their portfolio: CleanStream Enema Syringe and Pump Action Enema Bottle with Nozzle.
The enormous CleanStream Enema Syringe is a well suited tool for cleaning out.

he tapered tip is easy and comfortable
to insert for a pleasant experience. This
enema syringe is compatible with both
silicone and water-based lubricants and
cleans with mild soap and warm water.
The Pump Action Enema Bottle with
Nozzle anal douche kit includes a bottle,
pump, and nozzle so that your customers
have everything they need to clean out with
more control than an enema bulb, and less
hassle than a shower or gravity system.
The bottle holds up to 300 mL of fluid,

T

Two new CleanStream products
can now be ordered

with measurement markers indicated on
the side for accuracy. The pump includes
syringe style handles so that your customers can easily transfer the fluid through
the long, flexible tube with one just hand.
Made of premium, non-porous silicone,
the petite nozzle is smooth and bulbed
for comfort. Holes around the side of the
tip provide more effective cleaning of your
inner walls. Not compatible with silicone
lubricants. Clean with mild soap and warm
water after use.

Fleshlight trade-in promotion
Ringwood, England – With the Fleshlight
trade-in promotion at ABS, it’s the perfect
time to not only refresh your masturbator
selection, but to add even more variety as
you explore the Main Squeeze range at
ABS as a great option for action-packed
sleeves and masturbators that customers
love. How does it work? Simply send all
of your Fleshlights or Fleshjacks back
to ABS and they will give you the value
of those at the ABS selling price in Main
Squeeze products. On average, you’ll get
1.5 Main Squeeze items for every Fleshlight that you send back to ABS thanks to
the lower pricing. This is an excellent deal
for retailers owho are looking to maximise
value in the new year, and also gives their
customers extra options when it comes
to sleeves and textures. The Main Squeeze range has always been a favourite with
customers of ABS, and offers intense
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pleasure and exciting textures - as well
as a range of designs from Pussy and
Ass options to the compact travel-friendly
POP-OFF Optix masturbator. ABS love
that this range gives an instant access to
a night with the favourite pornstar - and
they’re modelled on the stars themselves
for authentic pleasure that makes every
experience realistic and packed with fantasy-fulfilling play. From Blair Williams to
Sophie Dee, Mia Malkova and more. The
range also features a Vibro Pussy that
vibrates for intense, targeted stimulation
as well as The Original - a classic masturbator that’s always been a favourite.
ABS stocked up on their Main Squeeze
products and they’ve made sure that
they’ve got plenty of variety in stock.
They’re ready to help retailers make the
switch from January the 1st to the end of
the month!
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Doc Johnson’s new ‘Main Squeeze –
@playmateiryna’ is shipping
A masturbator molded from a social media star
North Hollywood, USA – Doc Johnson announced that the ‚Main Squeeze – @playmateiryna‘
hard-case stroker is now shipping. ‘Main Squeeze – @playmateiryna’ represents a masturbator molded from a social media star.

ccording to the manufacturer the
product is poised to expand Main
Squeeze’s already considerable popularity
by attracting an even wider mainstream
demographic. Iryna Ivanova has over
7 million followers on her various social
media pages, and has gained worldwide fame through constant international
modeling campaigns, a massive social
media following, and her genetically gifted
assets. She has been regularly featured in
headlines around the globe, including Playboy, GQ, and Esquire– and Doc Johnson’s
‘Main Squeeze – @playmateiryna’ was
cast directly from the social media starlet’s
own anatomy, so fans know they’re getting
the most realistic experience imaginable.
The stroker will be incorporated into Doc
Johnson’s Main Squeeze line of hard-case
strokers that feature a squeeze plate designed to vary the tightness of each stroke,

A

The new stroker will be incorporated
into Doc Johnson’s Main Squeeze line
of hard-case strokers

fanbase, and we’re beyond excited to be
partnering with her,” said Chad Braverman,
COO/CCO at Doc Johnson. “Social media
is becoming one of the most, if not the
most powerful outlets today, to directly
connect with both new and existing customers; and partnering with Iryna– a social
media star with a tremendous following– to
create this new Main Squeeze™ stroker,
perfectly aligns with our portfolio-wide
strategy to expand our reach and engage with consumers at every touch point.
This is a logical extension of our expertise
and represents an exciting new growth
opportunity for our portfolio of performer-molded products.” Iryna added, “I am
tremendously grateful to Doc Johnson for
making me the first social media star to be
molded for a sex toy line, and I couldn’t be

and a suction-adjusting end cap that users
can twist to their preferred level of intensity.

more excited that my ‘Main Squeeze – @
playmateiryna’ hard-case stroker is finally
available to the public! I had a blast during
the molding process at Doc Johnson, and

This partnership deal marks the latest strategic move for Doc Johnson to innovate
within the branded pleasure products space. “Iryna has an exceptionally passionate

I hope all my fans love the finished product!
Message me on celeb.tv/playmateiryna
and let me know how much you love my
Main Squeeze!”

The new Perfect Fit Male Masturbator
is available at DUSEDO
The Perfect Fit Male Masturbator is
available in two versions –
with grips and without
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands – The
all new products made by Perfect Fit
Brand are both unique in design with
the Perfect Fit proven ribs and nubs
design, larger opening and thicker wall.
This design will provide a wonderful fee-

ling of tightness without needing to be
squeezed with the hand. There are two
models, one with grips (handles) and
one without, both made from Perfect Fit
Brand’s proprietary, super silky feeling
SilaSkin.
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Now from Alexander Institute: new

products from the Boners & YIVA brands
North America Master Distributor for EDC Wholesale
Los Angeles, USA – Alexander Institute, the North American master distributor for Netherlands-based EDC Wholesale, have paired up to present the new Boners pumps and YIVA
massagers, as well as the rest of the range of products from the Sway, Boners, FPPR and
YIVA Brands to visitors at the ANME Founders Show.

he trade show takes place Jan.
13–14 at the Convention Center of
the Burbank Airport Marriott. Alexander
Institute, producer of the world’s largest
sex education series, is now the exclusive
North America Master Distributor for EDC
Wholesale’s house brands Boners, FPPR
and Sway, which had their first introduction to the North American public at the
previous AMNE show in July. The YIVA
massagers and Boners pumps are the
latest additions to the collection, and are
now available for retailers to order from
Alexander Institute. The new YIVA Power
Massagers are perfect for beginners. The
small and compact YIVA power massager
is extremely powerful, with 10 vibrating
patterns, delivering delightful clitoral stimulations. Its flexible head follows the curves
of the body. The collection includes a Pink
and a Black massager, which are ultra-po-
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The new YIVA Power Massagers
are perfect for beginners

werful, waterproof and USB rechargeable.
The packaging is designed with lightning
bolts and colorful waves to emphasize the
power of these massagers.
The Boners brand offers products to stimulate the penis and balls with an impressive
assortment of the Boners rings and balls
stretchers. These items were introduced in
North America last July and have become
very popular ever since. During the next
show we will introduce the new penis
pumps, which are available in two sizes. A
small version of 9.5 inches, which is perfect
for beginners, and a large version of 12.6
inches for the more experienced user.
The latest products from Boners, FPPR.,
Sway, and YIVA will be shown at the EDC
Wholesale and Alexander Institute booth at
ANME – Booths 87 and 86 in the main hall.
Visitors are invited to meet the team and to
see all the products live in action.

Magic Silk has a ‚Crush‘ on you

Five styles of the new 'Cranberry
Crush‘ line are available

46

Hauppauge, USA – Magic Silk presents
a ‚berry beautiful‘ new fashion. Cranberry Crush is a saucy new line of undergarments for women who like a burst
of color and a splash of class. Soft,
cranberry colored, crochet patterned
lace is enhanced with supple, matching
mesh. Blossom pink trim adorns these
lightweight, gently-fitting fashions that
complement all body types. Some styles
include removable and adjustable garter

straps with metal hardware, hook and
loop closures, hook and eye closures, soft elastic straps, underwire and
scalloped lace. Five refreshing styles are
available: Plunge Merry Widow Terry,
Peek-A-Bow Bralette & Gartered Hipster
Panty, Peek-A-Bow Halter Bralette &
High Waist Panty, Bralette & Cheeky
Panty Set, and Crotchless Panty. All are
offered in sizes S/M, L/X, and Queen
(fits 1-3X).
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Vixson Men Jockstrap collection

available at EDC Wholesale
Unique designs & striking colors

Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale added a new collection of male jockstraps to
its assortment from Vixson Men. The brand offers an extensive collection of sexy jockstraps
with unique designs and striking colors.

ixson Men is in stock at the Holland-based wholesaler and available
for retailers to order now. EDC Wholesale
has expended its lingerie collection and
by adding Vixson Men to the assortment
they now carry a full lingerie assortment for
him and her. “Earlier this year we released
the Vixson lingerie collection for women”,
stated Andre Visser, Sales Director at EDC
Wholesale. “The sales results were impeccable and made us decide to add the male
collection of Vixson to the assortment. We

V

The Vixson Men Jockstrap
collection is very versatile

are very satisfied with the lingerie collection
we offer our customers and I am sure that
they are as excited as we are with the sexy
items from Vixson Men.” The collection
offers items that are perfect for role-playing, like the butler thongs or the metallic
jockstraps with shoulder straps. The
collection also carries sexy items that will
surely be noticed by the bedroom partner.
The thongs with a penis strap, translucent
pouch or loincloth are extremely hot and
sensual.

Madison Ivy Sensation & Wonderland
Seville, Spain – Madison Ivy, who hails
from Germany, is every man‘s (and woman‘s) fantasy. This petite pornstar has
been blazing up screens since 2008.
Madison Ivy‘s appetite for sex is unrivaled by anyone else in the adult business, and being a true nymphomaniac,
her performances are more pleasure
than work for her as men and women
are always left trembling with delight
after she gets done devouring them.
Men can gaze into Madison Ivy‘s sex
filled eyes and experience her just as
they would in real life because they now
can unleash their fantasies with her
exclusive Fleshlight Beyond and Wonderland. Madison Ivy Sensation Beyond
(Vagina): Just as the definition of the
word, Madison Ivy’s unique Beyond
texture exceeds the expectations of
48

even the most sexually rabid Fleshlight
fans. Crafted skillfully to emulate the
precise feeling of Madison’s pussy, an
extra tight and hyper stimulating sensation offers the very experience they
would expect when having sex with a
small 4’11’’ woman. From its pleasure
nodules to its undulating chamber, this
Fleshlight sensation is proven Beyond
amazing. Madison Ivy Sensation Wonderland (Butt): Just as Wonderland is
considered to be a place filled with
wonderful magical things, Madison Ivy‘s
butt sensation of the same name also
brings men to a euphoric and special
place. Created with the expectation of
delivering maximum anal pleasure to
its user, Wonderland, complete with
its honeycomb vortex and chamber of
nodules, is certain to deliver that.
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The delicious indulgence

of S8’s Flavored Lubricants
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The premium Waterbased Flavored lubricant by S8 is a delicious choice for consumers who crave sensational glide and indulgent flavor, treating their
hot spots and taste buds to sensual stimulation.

his smooth, long-lasting formula by S8
is completely paraben-free, phthalate-free, gluten-free, sulfate-free, plus contains no added colors or harsh preservatives for an irresistible ‘natural’ appeal. With
medical-grade approval, the S8 Waterbased Flavored Lubricant also adheres to all
current EU-regulations regarding intimate
care products and makes a trustworthy,
competitive-priced and transparent alternative to other, non-approved choices on
the market. There are 6 luscious taste-va-

T

rieties to choose from: Strawberry, Vanilla,
Cherry, Chocolate, Blackcurrant and Salted Caramel, which each flavored lubricant
available in a 50 ml and 125 ml packaging.
Part of the fantastic S8 intimate care
collection, the Waterbased Flavored
Lubricant features a sleek branding that
matches the rest of the range, allowing
to mix-and-match products and maintain
a cohesive brand-identity in any in-store
presentation, instantly recognizable for
consumers.

Many items back in stock at EDC Wholesale
Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale reports that many popular items
from the Holland-based wholesalers‘
collection are back in stock and available
for retailers to order now. Due to popular
demand and rapid growth, a number of
bestselling items were low in stock for
a period of time and needed time to get
fully restocked. EDC Wholesale states to
be on top of the high demand for specific
items and will keep a larger quantity in
stock of these products to have them
available at all times. “We regret that we
had to disappoint customers over the last
period”, stated Andre Visser, Sales Director at EDC Wholesale. “We could not foresee the fast growth of our company and
could not keep up with the high demand
for some of the items. The production and
delivery times asked for a new strategy
in inventory management. We are now
back on track and made some necessary
changes that come with growth” Visser
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added. The Holland-based wholesaler
has been working with a stock application for some time to generate purchasing data in order to forecast the future
turnaround speed of each product. The
purchasing department also welcomed a
new member to the team to minimize the
workload and maximize the production
and strategy of the department. With a
fresh focus and years of experience, the
purchasing department is ready to take
the inventory management to a new level.
EDC Wholesale also made some changes
to its logistics center for a more efficient
process of the inbound containers. A new
bulk storage area is created which offers
space to 1200 pallets. This separate area
allows the wholesaler to work more efficiently with incoming stock, so products
can find their way into the warehouse
easier and faster. New supply can be
processed quicker and be stocked or
shipped to customers much faster.
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Xgen is shipping new Couples

Kits from The Rabbit Company
The Perfect Gift for all adults

Hightstown, USA – Xgen Products is now shipping new Couples Kits from The Rabbit
Company. These new kits feature fun items designed to enhance intimacy and adult play
time. The Rabbit Love Ring Couples Bedspreader Kit features a variety of enticing products
designed to take pleasure to new heights.

he kit includes a Vibrating Rabbit Love Ring that’s rechargable,
waterproof and has 7-function, a Satin
Tie, Velcro Bedspreader, and more.
Also available is the Lay-On Rabbit
Couples Playtime Set, a high-quality
adult intimacy kit that has a selection
of pleasure products that create an
intimate experience like no other. This
multi-piece set includes the clitoral
Lay-On Rabbit, Satin Tie, Beaded
Flogger, and Sex Dice. “These two
brand-new couples kits from The
Rabbit Company are the perfect gift,”
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The new kits feature fun items designed to
enhance intimacy and adult play time

said Andy Green, President of Xgen
Products. “The Vibrating Rabbit Love
Ring is a new unique toy that is only
available in the kit while the Lay-On
Rabbit in the Couples Playtime Set is
sure to add spice to those intimate
moments with the one you love. These
are great gifts to start the New Year!”
The Rabbit Company is known for its
high quality, state-of-the-art vibrators
like the acclaimed Classic Rabbit, designed specifically for G-Spot stimulation, the Backdoor Rabbit, the Pocket
Rabbit and more.

Bondage Board from You2Toys

The bondage board consists of 2
smaller, padded boards (60 x 60 cm
each, unfolded 120 cm in total) that
can be folded together
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Flensburg, Germany – The Bondage
Board from You2Toys, a real highlight for
the slightly more unusual pleasures, is
now available at ORION Wholesale. What
is so special about it? Well, with the
portable bondage board it is possible to
experience captivating moments of pleasure anywhere and anytime. The bondage board consists of 2 smaller, padded
boards (60 x 60 cm each, unfolded 120
cm in total) that can be folded together.
It has a travel-friendly carrying strap for
better transportation and requires hardly
any space at home. When the time

comes for some thrilling interaction of
dominance and submission, just unfold
it in a place with enough space and let
the fun begin. The bondage board leaves
nothing to be desired: it is equipped with
wrist and ankle cuffs and a choker – all
restraints can be fixed anywhere on
the board thanks to the mounted snap
hooks. The fun package is rounded off
by a ball gag, a flogger and a blindfold.
The bondage board is delivered in a sturdy cardboard box with images of how to
use the product and item descriptions in
various languages.
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Brand Central Station announces part-

nership with Chakrubs for North America
Exclusive wholesale distribution

Los Angeles, USA – Sales and marketing firm Brand Central Station (BCS) announces a
corporate partnership with Chakrubs The Original Crystal Sex Toy Company, which includes
the exclusive wholesale distribution of their luxury products in North America.

he New York-based manufacturer
of the all-natural crystal wands with
unique energy properties that ignite
a uniquely sensual and otherworldly
pleasure, has joined forces with BCS
in order “to benefit from our company’s
vast experience and elaborate business
network,” said BCS’s Ryan Poirier. “Our
goal is to help Chakrubs optimize their
operations, improve PR placements, work
more closely with preferred retailers and
motivate retail employees, while saving
these start-ups valuable time in market
penetration… ultimately enhancing their
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long-term business potential.” – Frank
Alde BCS. Chakrubs The Original Crystal
Sex Toy Company , has designed and
superbly crafted an extraordinary range
of sexual enhancement and wellness devices made with body-safe materials such
as rose quartz, jade, and obsidian stone,
promoting healing and a deeper, more
fulfilling sense of holistic pleasure. “We
are excited and proud to serve as this
incredible company’s exclusive wholesale
partner and help Chakrubs create new
opportunities for this unique product line
in growing markets,” said Poirier.

The stimulating eﬀect of S8 intimate care
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The premium S8 collection offers a fantastic selection of intimate care products, ranging
from quality lubricants to a hygienic toy
cleaner. However, S8 goes a step further,
also including 4 stimulating gels to its
range: offering consumers the chance to
intensify their passionate adventures in a
premium, body-safe and very pleasurable way.
Women can choose between the Spark
Warming Clitoral Gel and the Electra
Cooling Clitoral Gel. The Spark will indulge the hot spots with a gentle warming
effect, whilst Electra cools things down
with tingling, cooling delight. Men also
have 2 options to intensify their pleasure
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with the Prolong Gel or Delay Gel. Both
products allow him to last longer thanks
to a quality blend of dermatologically
tested ingredients. These helps delay
the climax without the loss of sensation:
allowing for maximum pleasure. The
amazing S8 Spark Warming Gel, Electra
Cooling Clitoral Gel, Prolong Gel and Delay Gel are all glycerin-free, sulfate-free,
paraben-free, phthalate-free and contain
no harsh preservatives, making them
a ‘natural’, trustworthy choice in erotic
wellness. Packaged in a trendy, non-intimidating packaging, these arousal gels
are perfect for mainstream presentation
and make attractive up-sell items due to
their affordable pricing.
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THE SURGE® MASTURBATOR WITH
VIBRATING PROSTATE PLUG
3.
1.

TRIPLE STIMULATION
WITH ONE MOVEMENT

2.

10
various VIBRATION MODES

SOFT TOUCH SILICONE

0592846 0000

SPECIAL EDITION

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1812-015

0592838 0000

N E W S

The new edition of SCALA’s PLAY

magazine is now ready for download
www.scala-nl.com
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new December/January edition of PLAY magazine – distributed to SCALA customers already in December bundled with the EAN Magazine – is
already available for download via the SCALA website.

he issue is filled with inspiration for
a profitable, trendy assortment,
highlighting the latest must-haves and
releases. Highlights of the new issue are
releases by SCALA’s exclusive partner
CalExotics, including the COLT Camo
collection, the Hype range and new additions to already best-selling collections.
This PLAY magazine also introduces
clients to SCALA’s new CalExotics Brand
Ambassador Liliana Brenninkmeijer,
who will be dedicated to helping retailers
maximize their CalExotics sales potential.

T

Other new collections and products featured this issue are the Gbulb by Gvibe,
Bathmate, Adore by Allure, Pornhub,
Pipedream, S8 and more. Editorials
also include a spread with our favorite
gift-suggestions for the upcoming holiday
season (which are also suitable for Valentine’s Day – as these are gifts for any
occasion) and an electrifying Favorites
featuring Mystim. There is also a special
Leg Avenue centerfold, featuring a 2019
agenda that can be hang on the wall for
some sensual (lingerie) inspiration.

’modern feelings‘ inspires over 60,000 visitors
Hanover, Germany – From 13 to 21
October the ‘modern feelings’ show
presented the latest in the field of erotica and sexual wellness to the visitors
of the infa fair in Hanover. Now the organizer has published a video ( https://
youtu.be/SFYUAai809c) that captures
the highlights of the show. More than
60,000 women and couples gathered at
the booths of reputed erotica companies, enjoyed a drink at the ‘modern
feelings’ cocktail bar, or got enchanted
by a lingerie fashion show. In 2019
modern feelings will reopen its doors.
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For the second edition of the show,
the opening time is compressed to two
days. On Saturday the 12th and Sunday
the 13th of October, erotic companies
and brands will be able to directly address their target audience and present
their products in an open and stylish
atmosphere. At the same time, modern
feelings has lowered its price per square
meter of exhibition space to € 215 and
is thus at the same level as eroFame.
Further information can be obtained by
e-mail to hlutz@mptoday.de. Bookings
are already possible.
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RECHARGEABLE RABBIT VIBRATOR

M

3 Motors

2 Motors

Flexible

Flexible

10 Vibration Modes

10 Vibration Modes

18.7 cm

M

Ø max. 3.6 cm

0593001 0000

Ø max. 3.5 cm

Soft Touch

0593044 0000

19.3 cm

Soft Touch

Batteries

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1812-015

Can be recharged with the
included USB cable

DOUBLE VIBRATOR

Ne
New
ŻŻı
ŻŻıƭâŉǗ

New
ŻŻıƭâŉǗ

info@tongabv.com

+31 (0) 115 566 322
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Battle for the point of sale
I s th e r e a d o wnside to mo dern PO S ma teria ls?

exclusive

No
he point of sale has always been a
contested battlefield, and that is true in
any market. It’s only logical: The POS is
where the consumers get out their wallet,
where products and money change hands.
As the professionalisation of the erotic
industry progresses, producers are offering
more and more effective promotional
materials to create awareness for their
products at the point of sale or elsewhere in
the store. Of course, if a retailer wanted to
place all the displays and other materials on
their sales floor, there wouldn’t be any room
left for the actual products. But I don’t see
how a wide range of POS materials could be
a negative thing. Firstly, I think we can all
agree that the producers have a pretty good
handle on how to present their products in
professional and appealing ways, be it in the
form of eye-catching displays, flyers,
wobblers, etc. Consequently, providing such
promotion tools is a great service to the retailers – that this service is rendered for
self-serving reasons doesn’t change anything
about that fact. After all, having appealing
and informative displays and brochures at
the POS doesn’t just benefit the producers. It
also benefits the retailers and the customers.
Everybody wins.
It should go without saying that these
materials need to be used in a meaningful
way. There is limited space in a store, and the
consumers’ attention is often similarly limited.
Having a hundred banners and promo videos
for each product wouldn’t be helpful, it would
be confusing. But the great thing about the

T

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

The purpose of POS
advertising is to elicit
emotions and reinforce the
customers’ intention to buy
a product, and there is a
vast and varied array of
tools to achieve this goal.
Obviously, there is also an
endless supply of POS
materials for erotic products, and they have proven
effective in stores around
the world. But can too much
of a good thing be a bad
thing?
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abundance of POS tools is that the retailers
can pick the materials that best suit the
identity of their store. The more materials are
offered by producers and wholesalers, the
bigger the selection. So, instead of turning
stores all over Europe into a grey mass of
uniform sales spaces, POS tools actually
provide retailers with just that: tools. Tools to
shine a spotlight on their assortment. Tools to
accentuate the individuality of their shop,
store or boutique. And if that isn’t enough for
you, many producers even offer custom-made
versions of their promotion tools. Of course,
you still have to choose the right materials,
and you have to know how much is enough
– but that is the responsibility of the retailers,
not that of the producers. And if some
materials don’t result in better sales, there are
always others to replace them. So, if you think
about it, the retailers are actually in a very
comfortable position, being able to pick and
choose the best and most fitting tools for their
stores. And as the market evolves, the range
and quality of these materials will only
continue to increase.
If you have the time and inclination to create
your own elaborate displays on top of all your
other business commitments, that’s great, of
course. But you can’t blame people for not
having that time – or for wanting to spend
that time doing other things.
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Yes
irst of all, hats off to the producers, wholesalers,
and distributors in this industry for putting so
much care and attention into the creation of
appealing product displays, product videos,
brochures, and other promotional materials for the
point of sale. There has been a very positive
development in this area over the course of the past
years that deserves to be acknowledged, and in no
way do I intend to take away from that. Of course,
the main purpose of these materials is to boost the
sales of the creator’s products, but there’s nothing
wrong about that, and if the retailers stand to benefit
from it as well, all the better. That’s what you call a
win-win situation, I guess. No one can deny that the
industry and trade members have worked hard, and
worked hand in hand to change the image of the
market for the better. So far, so good. But, as
innocuous as displays and other promotional
materials may seem, they are also a weapon in the
war over the consumers’ wallets, and they are used
ever more aggressively to crowd out and overshadow the competition. Everything is becoming bigger,
more colourful, more sophisticated – or there’s
simply more of it. To illustrate my point, I invite you
to take a look across the Atlantic. The situation may
not be exactly the same as in Europe, especially
with respect to store sizes, and yes, everything is
bigger in the United States, anyways. But if you’ve
ever seen a so-called planogram with 40 SKUS of
one single brand in a store, you know what I mean.
Again, you can’t blame the producers. They do what
anybody else would do to ramp up sales. It’s just
that that this kind of presentation distorts the
perception of the consumers, and in extreme cases
they may be wondering if they are in a mono brand
store instead of an erotic store that should have the

F
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entire spectrum of adult products to
offer. And given the much smaller
store sizes in countries such as
England, Germany, Poland, Sweden
or Spain, you don’t even need 40
displays to create the same effect
over here. I don’t think this development is healthy for the market. And I
think retailers should be sceptical
about it as well because it dilutes the
identity of their store – their own
brand, if you will. And this brand is of
great important in their daily fight for
the consumers’ favour. If you go to your local
sporting goods store or electronics store, do
you get the impression that there is only brand
- and if you did, would you keep going to that
store? The same is also true for erotic stores.
Variety is key, consumers want a wide
spectrum of products, from big, world-renowned brands to no-name alternatives. And
consequently, this diversity should also be
reflected in the POS materials. Retailers need
to keep that in mind and producers need to
be understanding of it. Because at the end of
the day, both sides want to same thing: to
strengthen their brand.

Randolph Heil,
editor
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What‘s next for toy tech
exclusive

I n d u s tr y i c o ns co nsider th e f uture o f sex to y inno va tio n

Sex tech and smart phones are a lot alike. They‘re only getting
obnoxiously more tech-geeky, and it‘s far too late to return
to an era when our vibrators didn‘t resemble a ‚Dr. Who‘
gadget. Like it or not, high tech sex toys are here to stay, and
as manufacturing costs drop like flies, expect future trade
shows to be run by actual robots (at a fraction of the cost of
flying out actual humans who, what a pity, can‘t survive in the
plane‘s undercarriage). The now-infinite tech craze is walking
its talk, and the industry has a lot to say about how we‘ll
be having sex in the years to come. I asked, and you told:
“What‘s next for sex tech?”

“AS FOR SEX TOY INNOVATION, I THINK THAT MORE PEOPLE
WILL BE JUMPING ON THE ‚INTERACTIVE‘ BAND WAGON AND
CONNECTING MORE INNOVATIVE AND EXCITING PRODUCTS TO
ONE ANOTHER. AS MORE AND MORE WEBCAM STUDIOS START
TO GO INTERACTIVE I THINK WE WILL SEE MORE INNOVATION IN
THE WEBCAM SPACE UTILIZING INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES.“
A S H T O N E G N E R , C O M M U N I C AT I O N S M A N A G E R , K I I R O O
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“ S E R I O U S LY, I T H I N K T H E N E X T S T E P I N I N N O VAT I O N I S
W I T H I N O U R M A R K E T I N G C H A N N E L S . L E T ‘ S I N N O VAT E T H E
WAY W E A P P R O A C H S E L L I N G T H E S E I T E M S W I T H M O R E
I N C L U S I V I T Y, M O R E E D U C AT I O N A L A S P E C T S T O T H E
PRODUC TS‘ USES, MORE SENSUAL ADVERTISING, AND
A LWAY S M O R E F U N! “
K I M FA U B E L , D I R E C T O R O F O P E R AT I O N S , C L A N D E S T I N E D E V I C E S

“ TH E # 1 S E X TOY T R E N D TH AT ’ S S TA N D I N G O U T W I TH TH E
P E O P L E I S P E A K W I TH I S T E C H N O LO G Y. M A L E M A S T U R B ATI O N
PRODUCTS ARE BECOMING JUST AS TECHNICAL AS WOMEN’S
I N TI M AT E P L E A S U R E P R O D U C T S , O F F E R I N G V I B R ATI O N , S U C TI 
O N , R OTATI O N , A I R C O M P R E S S I O N , A N D E V E N M I L K I N G P R O 
D U C T S FO R J E LQ I N G . I TH I N K W I TH F I L M S L I K E E X M A C H I N A
A N D TH E R I S I N G P R E S E N C E O F A I , M E N A R E M O R E I N T E R E S 
T E D TH A N E V E R I N H AV I N G T E C H N O  S E X . “
SUNNY RODGERS, BRAND AMBASSADOR, DIAMOND PRODUCTS

“ N OT R E A L LY A P H Y S I C A L S E X TOY, B U T I B E L I E V E PA C K A G I N G
W I L L L E A D TO M O R E I N N O VATI O N O R TH E A P P E A R A N C E O F
I N N O VATI O N TH AT W I L L I N S P I R E C U S TO M E R S TO B E L I E V E W E
A R E S TAY I N G I N N O VATI V E . “
N E N N A J O I N E R , F O U N D E R , F E E L M O R E G A L L E RY I N O A K L A N D , C A L I F O R N I A
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“SEX T EC H AND THE SE X TOY INDUSTRY IN GE NE RAL IS, A B O V E
A LL, ABOUT RE L E ASING GRE AT PRODUC T THAT PE OPL E W ILL
A CT UA LLY E NJOY  AND DOC JOHNSON DOE SN’ T RE L E ASE
A N YTH ING TO BE GRATUITOUS. W HIL E THE ‘ SE X TE C H’ INNO VA 
TION AS PE C T IS PART OF THE E QUATION, OUR GOAL IS A LWAY S
TO BRIN G THE BE ST, MOST PL E ASURABL E AND BODY SAF E
P RODUCTS TO THE W ORL D AT AN AC C E SSIBL E PRIC E POINT.
BECA USE THE BE ST, MOST FUNC TIONAL LY ADVANC E D V IBR ATO R
IN TH E WORL D ME ANS NOTHING IF NO ONE C AN AFFORD TO B U Y
IT. OUR BIGGE ST RE C E NT INNOVATIONS IN SE X TE C H HAV E B E E N
IN TH E ‘AFFORDABL E L UXURY ’ C ATE GORY, PARTIC UL ARLY
IN TH E CASE OF OUR 2017 AND 2018 IV IBE SE L E C T RANG E O F
VIBRATORS. ASIDE FROM THE IR PRE MIUM C ONSTRUC TIONS A ND
DEEP, RU MBLY V IBRATIONS, E AC H OF THE IV IBE SE L E C T V IB E S
OF F ERS A UNIQUE , POW E RFUL AND INNOVATIV E FORM OF S TI
MULATION  AL L AT A HIGHLY AC C E SSIBL E PRIC E POINT, S O
IT ’S N OT JUST THE V E RY FE W W HO C AN AFFORD TO E NJOY THIS
S EX T ECH. I THINK THAT’ S INC RE DIBLY IMPORTANT, THAT NOT
ONLY IS THE PRODUCT REALLY FANTASTIC AND INNOVATIVE A N D
EXCITIN G, BUT THAT IT’ S AL SO SOME THING THAT PE OPLE CA N
A CT UA LLY AFFORD TO E NJOY.W ITHIN THE IV IBE SE L E C T L I NE ,
TH ERE ARE A C OUPL E STANDOUTS TO HIGHL IGHT IN TE RM S O F
S EX T ECH. ONE OF THE M IS OUR IV IBE SE L E C T IWAND, W HICH
H A S A REAL LY UNIQUE FE ATURE IN THE FORM OF A WARM ING
MODE THAT SLOW LY HE ATS THE SIL IC ONE WAND HE AD TO A
P LEAS URABL E , BODY  SAFE TE MPE RATURE . ...
64
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. . . S IN CE W E RE L E ASE D IT IN 2017, ITS SHOT TO THE TO P
OF OUR BE STSE L L E RS L IST, AND THE RE V IE W S IN THE P R E S S
H AVE BE E N INC RE DIBL E  BUZZFE E D C AL L E D IT ONE OF THE
BEST SE X TOY S OF 2017  ALONG W ITH THE IV IBE SE L E CT I R I P 
P LE, WH IC H TOOK THE TOP SPOT , AND GL AMOUR SAID THAT
TH E IWAND C OUL D C HANGE THE WAY W E DATE .
TH E ICOM E , AL SO FROM OUR IV IBE SE L E C T L INE , AL SO
F EAT URE S RE AL LY GRE AT TE C H W HIL E STIL L BE ING
A CCES SIBL E TO THE MASSE S. UNL IKE ANY THING ON THE
MA RKET, THE IC OME ’ S INNOVATIV E C L ITORAL STIMUL ATO R
BOA ST S A SPE C IAL ‘ ROL L ING’ MODE THAT C RE ATE S A UN I Q U E
UN DULATING MOV E ME NT ON THE C L ITORIS.
AS FAR AS FUTURE TRENDS, TECHNOLOGY WILL MOST LIKELY
INCREASINGLY IMPROVE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN PLEASURE
PRODUCTS AND THE END USER, AND WILL ALSO MAKE PLEASURE
PRODUCTS MORE ADAPTIVE TO USER PREFERENCES. FOR EXAMP
LE, PLEASURE PRODUCT OWNERS MIGHT BE ABLE TO GENERATE
THEIR OWN SET OF FUNCTIONS, OR USE MEMORY CONTROL SO
THAT THE PRODUCT DOES EXACTLY WHAT THEY WANT, EXACTLY
HOW THEY LIKE IT, AS SOON AS THEY TURN IT ON. THERE IS
ALSO ROOM FOR ADVANCEMENT IN THE BLUETOOTH SPACE,
WHICH CAN IMPROVE THE EXPERIENCE OF TELEDILDONICS
HIGHTECH SEX TOYS THAT ALLOW USERS TO PHYSICALLY
STIMULATE ONE ANOTHER REMOTELY TO BECOME EVEN MORE
SEAMLESS, HIGHSPEED, AND CUSTOMIZABLE TO PREFERENCES.“
C H A D B R AV E R M A N , C O O , D O C J O H N S O N
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HOT BIO MASSAGE OIL
BIO MASSAGEÖL für gepflegte, seidige
Haut. Erlesene Düfte verwöhnen die Sinne und
wecken erotische Stimmungen. Biologische
& vegane MASSAGEÖLE aus < 80% kontrollierten biologischem Anbau. Eco-Bottle aus
nachwachsendem Rohstoff.

BIO Massageoil
Ylang Ylang
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44150

BIO Massageoil
Bittermandel
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44151

ALOE
A
LOE C
CAYENNE
AYENNE
VERA P
PEPPER
PP R

BIO Massageoil
Aloe Vera
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44152

BIO Massageoil
Cayenne Pepper
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44153

BIOLOGISCHE & VEGANE MASSAGE ÖL-SERIE!
ORGANIC & VEGAN MASSAGE OIL-SERIES!

YLANG BITTER
YLANG MANDEL
M

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email: office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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“ I TH I N K TH E W I F I B A S E D P R O D U C T S , W H E R E S O M E O N E C A N
C O N T R O L TH E D E V I C E F R O M A N Y W H E R E I N TH E W O R L D , W I L L
C O N TI N U E TO P R O G R E S S . B E T T E R T E C H N O LO G Y W I L L M A K E
I T M O R E C O N V E N I E N T FO R U S E R S TO U S E . N OT YO U R T Y P I C A L
C O N T R O L S B U T M O R E I N N O VATI O N . “
BRENT ALDON, DIRECTOR OF SALES AND MARKETING, ANEROS

“THERE HAS BEEN A TON OF INNOVATION IN RECENT YEARS
PARTICULARLY WITH REGARDS TO SUCTION TOYS, THRUSTING TOYS,
AND APPENHANCED TOYS. I CAN‘T SAY WHICH OF THESE TRENDS
IS GOING TO DOMINATE GOING FORWARD ... WE‘LL PROBABLY SEE
SOME WILD FRANKENSTEIN TOYS WITH THESE FEATURES.“
E P I P H O R A , S E X T OY B LO G G E R , H E Y E P I P H O R A . C O M

“F ROM THE BE GINNING, INNOVATION HAS BE E N AT THE C O R E
OF CA LE XOTIC S. THIS SE ASON, W E ’ V E FOC USE D ON IMPL E M E N
TIN G ADVANC E D TE C HNOLOGY IN OUR C OL L E C TIONS. ONE
EXA MP LE IS OUR NE W OPTIMUM SE RIE S AUTOMATIC SMAR T
P UMP. ME N C AN NOW PUMP SMARTE R W ITH THE NE W AU TO 
MATIC SMART PUMP; THE W ORL D’ S FIRST PRE  PROGRAM M A B LE
P UMP. THIS FUTURISTIC LOOKING AUTOMATIC PUMP OFFE R S
S UP ERIO R SUC TION AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON. USE RS CA N
EN J OY 3 E XE RC ISE MODE S TO BUIL D E NDURANC E OR E NJ OY THE
CON STANT SUC TION FE ATURE . THIS PUMP IS THE FIRST O F I TS
KIN D AN D W E KNOW ITS GOING TO BE POPUL AR.“
N I C H O L E G R O S S M A N , D I R E C T O R O F M A R K E T I N G , C A L E X OT I C S
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“ O N E O F TH E N E W E S T I N N O VATI O N S I N S E X TOY S I S ‚ R O B OTI C
C O M PA N I O N S ‘ . TH E S E ‚ R E A L D O L L S ‘ H AV E A U D I O , S E N S O RY
A N D P H Y S I C A L C A PA B I L I TI E S . TH E Y A R E S O L I F E L I K E ,
TH E Y B L I N K , S M I L E A N D F R O W N  A N D C A N E V E N H O L D
C O N V E R S ATI O N S A N D T E L L J O K E S ! A N D O F C O U R S E L E T ‘ S
N OT F O R G E T, TH E Y ‘ L L H AV E S E X W I TH YO U W H E N E V E R YO U
PLEASE. SOUNDS PRETTY INTRIGUING!“
D R . S A D I E A L L I S O N , A U T H O R & C E O , T I C K L E K I T T Y. C O M

“ S O M E O F TH E K E Y A S P E C T S W E ’ R E S E E I N G W I TH P L E A S U R E
P R O D U C T D E S I G N TH I S Y E A R I N C L U D E TH E P R E VA L E N C E O F
M U LTI  P U R P O S E A P P L I C ATI O N S , A N I N C R E A S E I N I N C O R P O R A 
TI N G N E W T E C H N O LO G I E S A N D R E C O G N I Z I N G TH E N E E D FO R
A DJ U S TA B I L I T Y. TH E T E R M , ‘ S E X  T E C H ’ H A S Q U I C K LY B E C O M E
A B U Z Z W O R D I N TH E I N D U S T RY, W H E R E E V E RY TH I N G F R O M
TH E D E S I G N O F P L E A S U R E P R O D U C T S TO A P P L I C ATI O N S O R
P L AT F O R M S R E L ATI N G TO S E X U A L I T Y A R E N O W P O S I TI V E LY
E N H A N C E D BY T E C H N O LO G Y. W I TH O U R L AT E S T P R O D U C T
R E L E A S E O F TH E TO U C H BY S WA N C O L L E C TI O N , W E TO O H AV E
C O M B I N E D A C L A S S I C P L E A S U R E P R O D U C T L I K E TH E R A B B I T
V I B R ATO R W I TH A T E C H N O LO G I C A L E N H A N C E M E N T I N W H I C H
I T C A N B E C O N T R O L L E D U S I N G A TO U C H PA D . I N S TA N T LY F I N 
D I N G YO U R P L E A S U R E W I TH TH E S W I P E O F YO U R F I N G E R I S
N O W A P O S S I B I L I T Y. T E C H N O LO G Y I S A L LO W I N G M O R E B O D I E S
TO F I N D P L E A S U R E A N D W E ’ R E H E R E FO R I T. “
ERIN WORGAN, SALES EXECUTIVE, BMS ENTERPRISES
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“WE H AVE A MASTURBATOR TO L AUNC H C AL L E D OFFBE AT
A N D A CO UPL E MORE DIL DOS THAT ARE STIL L HUSH HUS H. A S
FOR IN NOVATIONS OUTSIDE GODE MIC HE , HONE STLY, I FE E L THE
IN DUS T RY IS IN A DIP W ITH V E RY L ITTL E OTHE R THAN THE
S UP ER RE AL ISTIC DOL L S W OW ING ME .“
ADAM BREEDON, CEO, GODEMICHE SILICONE

“ I A M E X C I T E D TO S E E M O R E I N N O VATI O N TH AT C R E AT E S
I N T E R A C TI V I T Y TH R O U G H E D U C ATI O N A N D M E N TA L S TI M U L A 
TI O N . TH E M I N D , A F T E R A L L , I S TH E L A R G E S T S E X O R G A N . “
A L I C I A S I N C L A I R , F O U N D E R , C OT R I N C

“WE ARE CONTINUOUSLY LOOKING TO THE FUTURE WHEN IT
COMES TO SEX TOY DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT. WE’RE INNOVATING
IN NEVER SEEN BEFORE TECH WITH PRODUCTS LIKE ‘UPRIZE‘.
WE’RE ALSO LOOKING AT WAYS TO IMPROVE AND ENHANCE
ALREADY POPULAR BRANDS LIKE HAPPY RABBIT ADDING FEATURES
LIKE THE TRAVEL LOCK, SOFT FEEL HANDLE. ALSO ENHANCING
THE MOTORS AND ADDING NEW TECH VERSIONS WITH FEATURES
SUCH AS ROTATING, THRUSTING AND TRIPLE MOTOR. SO FAR
THIS YEAR THERE HAS CONTINUED TO BE A FOCUS ON THE
LUXURY END OF THE MARKET. RECHARGEABLE TECH CONTINUES
TO BE POPULAR WITH BRANDS AND IT’S RARE TO SEE A PRO
DUCT NOW THAT ISN’T MADE OF SILICONE. IN THE OLD DAYS
THIS WAS A RARITY AND A KEY USP FOR CUSTOMERS.“
B O N N Y H A L L , P R O D U C T D I R E C T O R , LO V E H O N E Y
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“ F R O M L E LO ’ S S O N A A N D S O N A C R U I S E U S I N G S O N I C WAV E S
TO C R E AT E TOTA L LY N E W S E N S ATI O N S TO TH E S U R G E I N
V I R T U A L R E A L I T Y A N D TH E H U G E I N T E R E S T I N S E X R O B OT S ,
P L E A S U R E P R O D U C T S A R E D E F I N I T E LY G O I N G H I G H  T E C H . I
TH I N K W E ’ R E A L S O S E E I N G M O R E P R O D U C T S TH AT C O M B I N E
P L E A S U R E A N D S E L F  C A R E A N D S E L F  AWA R E N E S S , F R O M
K E G E L S TO R E A L LY W E L L TH O U G H T O U T M A S S A G E R S . “
Z A B R I N A L AW, M A R K E T I N G M A N A G E R , L E LO

“I SUSPECT WE‘LL SEE FURTHER INNOVATION IN THE ‚REALISTICS‘
CATEGORY WITH MORE MANUFACTURERS FINDING WAYS TO MIMIC
THE LOOK, FEEL, AND EXPERIENCE OF A HUMAN PARTNER.
EVERYTHING FROM MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT  LIKE OUR
WATERACTIVATED CYBERSKIN H2O WITH NO LUBE REQUIRED 
TO INCORPORATING SOUND EFFECTS AND AUTOMATED MOVEMENT.
THE CYBERSKIN ELITE JACKHAMMER IS A STRONG EXAMPLE OF
THIS, CREATING A LARGESIZE MASTURBATOR THAT TUGS,
SQUEEZES, PULLS AND MASSAGES THE USER WITH THE PUSH
OF A BUTTON AND EXPERTLY EMULATES THE FEELING OF AN
AROUSED VAGINA. IT‘LL BE EXCITING TO SEE WHERE THIS
CATEGORY GOES, AND TOPCO SALES LOOKS FORWARD TO SETTING
EVEN MORE PRECEDENTS WITH DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN.“
A U T U M N O ‘ B RYA N , C O O , T O P C O
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New Year’s Res…Revolution?
exclusive

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

In his monthly column, Brian
Gray from Glasgow-based
erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers
his thoughts on all things
marketing. This month he’s
outlining his hopes for what
the erotic trade industry can
achieve in the year ahead.

Did Santa come down your chimney and
suitably fill up your stockings with devilish
delights? And did you see the end of 2018 and
the beginning of 2019 in an equally jubilant
mood?
New Year is the time for all sorts of lofty goals
to be set and Resolutions to be scribbled
into journals, posted and tweeted online and
so forth. Did you make any concerning your
erotic retailing business?
As for me, well, for this month’s column I
thought I’d move the goalposts. Not so much
talking about resolutions, but revolutions:
what I’d like to see from the industry over the
next twelve months. I doubt whether these
things are revolutionary per se. But you know
me: anything for a catchy title.
So, I might as well begin by aiming high.
First of all, I want to see a more holistic – and
realistic – appreciation of the sexual consumer. I’ve written elsewhere on the problems
associated with conducting good market
research in the adult retailing sector. For a few
reasons, mostly methodological, it’s an absolute crapshoot. And anyone trying to peddle
so-called reports claiming to accurately quantify the market size and worth is in my opinion,
residing in cloud-cuckoo land.
Of far more interest, insight, and quite frankly,
utility, is good solid research conducted at
the individual consumer level. How much
money are people spending on their love and
sex lives? What’s the category split: what
percentage do sex toys or pleasure products
have in comparison with other products and
services? How does this compare with the
previous twelve months? What brands are
the most recalled, the most engaged, and the
most trusted?
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While some individual companies – Pjur, for
instance – have commissioned professional
research and consequently published key
findings, this has been (understandably) examining specific category usage, in their case,
lubricants. But we need a better understanding of the sexual consumer at a more holistic
level and – this is key – from buyers’ perspectives. This way we’ll get a better comprehension on how much is being spent in a given
period of time, in what sectors, and among
which brands.
Given my professional consumer tracking
and panel experience, I’ve been salivating at
the opportunity to see this come to fruition,
whether as a subscription-based initiative
or otherwise. I might as well make a call to
arms among you now: if you’re interested
in discussing this more, get in touch. With a
properly conceived, designed, and executed
programme, meaningful data that actually
helps companies can be produced. What’s
the alternative? The status quo, whereby
companies are voluntarily blindfolded (but
without any of the fun) and with no sense of
competitive or industry illumination anywhere
in sight.
Next on my list of potential New Year’s Revolutions I’d like to see is the establishment of a
recognised sex toy charter mark employed by
manufacturers and retailers that consumers
can look for when considering which products
to purchase, and thus be reassured by. We’ve
got a pretty good idea now as to what’s good
and not good concerning coatings, components and design. Now’s the time – long
overdue, it must be said – for manufacturers
and retailers to embrace this.
Furthermore, doesn’t it always feels nicer
to do something off your own back than be
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forced to do it by someone else? Well, here’s your
chance, because before too long you may have little
choice. Sweden is considering introducing safety
standards for sex toys (primarily as a result of the
number of people seeking medical help due to
rectal mishaps – ouch).
The more forward thinking within the industry will be
asking: can our industry be trusted to self-regulate
and act without the need for legislation? Can the
industry voluntarily promote and regulate and therefore offer new and existing entrants the opportunity
to innovate and introduce new body-safe products
without being hampered by regulations – and the
associated legal and compliance costs – which
would otherwise threaten such development?
For companies still trying to get around this by
relying on the old ‘adult novelty’ packaging labelling,
unless you’re happy being a low-price, volume-based business appealing to novice product purchasers, I don’t see too rosy a future as consumer
awareness and knowledge improves.
I’m sure you’ll believe me when I say there’s a few
more items on my list, but I’ll bring things to a conclusion with just two more.
I’m calling out for a better appreciation of marketing
within the industry. And by this I specifically mean
a change from the prevalent sales- and promotion-orientations to seeing companies with genuine
customer-centric orientations. No more ‘build it and
they shall come’. No more relentless social media
spamming. No more oxymoronic one-way ‘conversations’ devoid of real engagement.
Whether it’s by observing companies on social
media or in conversation with company representatives and owners who have reached out to me,
it’s obvious there’s a big knowledge gap. And this
has to stop. There’s really no excuse (especially
ignorance) for not having a better understanding of
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what marketing really is – and what it isn’t. There’s
a plethora of content available on YouTube, books
in your local library or Amazon. There’s got to be
time set aside to learn the basics and implement
them accordingly. Because much as though I’m
shouting from the rooftop espousing the benefits
of marketing, whatever is being cooked, has to
cut the mustard. Bad marketing is worse than no
marketing.
And finally, as someone who loves a good blether
(a fine Scots word for chat) and the opportunity to
meet people in person rather than via an internet
connection, it would be great to see more industry
meet-ups. Nearly a decade ago in London I was
doing this and they were greatly received within the
industry. Some attendees were even flying in from
different countries, all for a few hours together in a
bar. That’s the appeal of meeting with other executives, face-to-face.
Remember: the erotic trade isn’t concentrated in
our respective national capitals. Retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers alike are spread across the
regions, offering ample opportunity to organise local
meetups to socialise, talk shop and cement good
relations among local industry members. The category as a whole has everything to gain, as well as
the individuals participating. So, are you the person
to start something within your own area? I wish you
every success!
So without further ado, have a great 2019 and I
hope you’ll keep me company throughout the year
as I mull over the amusing, bemusing, positives and
negatives from within the industry. And maybe pass
on a marketing tidbit or two. Until next month, bon
chance!

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com, found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing or
phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.
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Want to play?
exclusive

Laura Wood from Lovehoney
gives tips on how to curate
your own Red Room this
Valentine’s Day with
Lovehoney’s Fifty Shades
of Grey Official Pleasure
Collection

A c o l u m n by La ura Wo o d

o you’ve devoured the books,
watched the movies and you’re
eager to indulge in a little Fifty Shades of Grey roleplay. Of course, our
favourite scenes from the books
are the ones which unfold in the infamous Red
Room of Pain, Christian’s luxuriously furnished,
leather and mahogany-clad playroom. We’re
not suggesting you soundproof your spare
room or turn your home office into a den of
iniquity just yet – for starters you probably don’t
have Mr Grey’s magical money tree, but with a
few toys, tweaks and accessories you can enjoy
Red Room-inspired revelry, too.

S

Set the scene
First, create a sensual, inviting atmosphere. Get
rid of anything that might distract you from pleasure – that overflowing laundry basket or pile of
bills will really kill the mood. Think soft, ambient
lighting – overhead lights can be unforgiving and
off putting, so flick the dimmer switch or use a
few carefully placed lamps or candles.
The first thing Ana notices when she steps into
the Red Room is the smell of leather, wood
and citrus. Aromas can be incredibly arousing,
especially if you’re planning to use a blindfold
in your play, so light a scented candle or
warm up by rubbing a little scented massage
oil into each other’s skin. Christian’s leather
and mahogany-furnished playroom boasts
a rather impressive, bigger-than-kingsize
bed, but as it’s not for sleeping there’s
no bedding, just a mattress covered
in red leather. We suspect red leather
mattresses are hard to come by, so
we’d suggest just removing the duvet
and pillows. You could always invest in
some vinyl bedsheets.

Lovehoney Sales
Consultant Laura
Wood

Sweet sensation
Sensory play and restraint feature heavily in Christian’s Red Room repertoire, so twe’d suggest
you invest in an effective, comfortable blindfold
to plunge the wearer into total darkness. Slipping
something specifically for sex over your eyes,
like the Fifty Shades of Grey No Peeking Soft
Blindfolds, is incredibly erotic and perfect for
authentic Christian and Ana play. Not only does
it enhance your lover’s senses and increase anticipation, it also means they have no idea which
part of their body will be touched or kissed next.
Keep still
Being at the mercy of your lover‘s wildest whims
can be an intensely erotic experience, so add
some wrist and ankle cuffs to your play and
recreate some of the most heart-poundingly
erotic scenes from the books. Try the Fifty Shades of Grey Keep Still Over the Bed Cross Set
for seriously sexy restriction.
Rope is another option for restraint, but make
sure you choose a silky type for sensual winding
and binding, especially if you want to experiment
with lots of different kinds of restraint. The Want
to Play? Rope from the Fifty Shades Freed
collection is perfect. And before you engage in
any bondage, remember to agree boundaries
and settle on a safe word (Ana picked ‘popsicle’,
so anything goes).
Now that your sub is safely (and comfortably)
restrained, you can elevate your restraint play to
dizzying heights with teasing strokes from the
Fifty Shades of Grey Please, Sir Flogger, or
take things further with the paddle from the same
collection- the Fifty Shades of Grey Twitchy
Palm Spanking Paddle.
Start with a few gentle slaps, choosing from the
soft satin side or sleek leather for sharper sensations. If you really want to bring the pain, try the
Fifty Shades of Grey Sweet Sting Riding Crop.
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Pleasure overload
While his whips and crops are proudly displayed
around the Red Room, Christian’s polished mahogany drawers are groaning under the weight of all
manner of playthings, from a massage wand to a
vibrating butt plug, all of which you can buy from
Lovehoney. The Fifty Shades Freed Awash With
Sensation Wand Vibrator offers powerful stimulation for full-body thrills. Use it during foreplay, subjecting your sub to low rumbly strokes or thigh-shaking
vibrations.
Ana also gets her first taste of nipple clamps in
Darker. Add delightful pinch and pressure to your
play with the Fifty Shades Freed All Sensation
Nipple and
Clitoral Chain, and discover heightened sensitivity
and the sweet place between pleasure and pain.
Temperature play can be intensely erotic (cast your
memory back to the ice cream scene in Darker). If
you don’t want to get ice cream on your sheets, play
with the sensations by cooling or heating a temperature-responsive toy, like the Fifty Shades Darker
Deliciously Deep Steel G-Spot Wand. A quick dip
in a bowl of warm or ice cool water before you use
it can introduce nerve-tingling pleasure to your play.
Just remember to test the temperature against your
arm to avoid any accidents!
So, there you have it – your very own Red Room,
without the bottomless budget of a billionaire.
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As before, the main idea of ThaiFest is the

combination of productive work and pleasant relaxation

exclusive

T h a i Fe s t 2 019 will ta ke p la ce o n June 21 to 26 in B a tumi, Geo rgia

„

Following Thailand, Russia, and Israel,
ThaiFest now travels to Georgia, more specifically to Batumi by the Black Sea. Why do you
choose a new venue for each event?
Leonid Fishman: ThaiFest has become a
proper name, when people hear ‚ThaiFest‘,
they think of the high quality of the organisation and the effectiveness of the event, not the
geographical location. We believe it is much
more interesting to visit new countries every
year and discover the cultures, traditions, and
cuisine of new places.

It has become a
tradition for ThaiFest to
take place in a different
location each year.
ThaiFest 2019 will not
be an exception to
that rule as the event
is going to take place
in Batumi by the Black
Sea. Organiser Leonid
Fishman tells us more
about the location, the
changes that visitors
can expect compared
to previous years, and
about the programme
of this unique event.

Let’s play travel guide for a second: What is
there to see in Batumi? What does Georgia‘s second largest city have to offer when
it comes to entertainment, recreation, and
fun?
Leonid: Batumi is one of the oldest cities
in Georgia, by the Black Sea. It was already
mentioned in the 4th century BC, for example in the writings of Aristotle. Old Batumi is a
real open-air museum, where you can wander for hours admiring the old and modern
architecture. Apart from the city itself, there
is also an opportunity to visit botanical gardens whose plant collections include more
than 5 thousand species. Another wonderful
sight is new resort Goderdzi, located in
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the unique climate zone of Adjara, on the
Goderdzi pass, just 100 km away from the
coast of the Black Sea. Goderdzi holds the
title of ‚the snowiest ski resort in Georgia‘
due to the proximity to the sea. Another famous landmark is Kutaisi, the capital of the
Kingdom of Colchis. Here, you can visit the
burial place of Georgian kings and saints,
the functioning monastery Motsameta or the
beautifully illuminated cave of Prometheus.
Also, you can go down the Gachideli canyon
by infl atable raft. The length of this wildlife
sanctuary is 2400 meters and the depth is
20 to 40 metres. You‘ll even see a cascading waterfall with a height of roughly 12
meters. And you can go swim in a mountain
river that merges with sulphur springs. And
last but certainly not least, Georgia is extremely famous for its traditional hospitality as
well as for its cuisine, with Imereti dishes,
wines, and chacha.
Of course, business is the most important
part of ThaiFest – can Batumi also score on
that front? Is there a good infrastructure with
suitable locations for your event?
Leonid: ThaiFest 2019 will take place in
the Hilton Hotel Batumi which sets the bar
for service and infrastructure in that region.
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There will be some changes to the way the training sessions are conducted. In 2019, trainings
will become more private because instead of a big
conference room, they will take place in separate rooms where the brand representatives will
welcome the participants. Our partners repeatedly
asked about this form of training, and next year
we will try to organise them in this format. Of
course, this is going to demand careful planning
from our organising team to manage the logistics
of attending trainings, but we are ready for this.

F I S H M A N

Leonid Fishman
started ThaiFest
in 2013

As in previous years, ThaiFest will take place over
the course of five days – this year, from June 21 to
26. What will the programme look like?
Leonid: As before, the main idea of ThaiFest is
the combination of productive work and pleasant
relaxation. Therefore, in addition to product training,
the programme of the festival also includes the
entertainment part: welcome dinner, excursion
programmes, and free time to enjoy the sea and the
sun.
The concept of bringing manufacturers and distributors together with retailers remains the most
important pillar of your event?
Leonid: Yes, absolutely. Having oragnised this festival for six years now, we can say that the Russian
adult toy market is looking forward to this event
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because at ThaiFest, a business audience can talk
about all the vital issues directly to suppliers and
product manufacturers. Such events are the bridge
between those who develop and offer the products
to the market and those who sell the products and
regularly face the questions of the end consumers.

I N T E R V I E W

Shunga will once again
be a VIP Partner at this
year’s ThaiFest

Such communication and exchange of information
yields amazing results! Sometimes, the product
manufacturer doesn’t know the nuances of what
the consumer expects during the usage of a toy
or cosmetics product, and after investigating the
needs of the users, the brand can offer the product
that will satisfy these needs. Also, feedback is very
important, when there is plenty of feedback to be
had when brand representatives inform the trade
members of their new products or new features of
products.
ThaiFest takes place for the seventh time in 2019,
which speaks volumes about the success of
the event. It also proves that there is a need for
exchange between manufacturers/distributors and
retailers. What are the topics that are discussed
between the participants, and have these topics
changed over the years?
Leonid: As mentioned above, ThaiFest prides
itself on being an effective event where discussions between all market participants can result
in changes to a particular product or a change
in how the retail side perceives a product. Every
year, there are new topics for discussion because
there are always new products and ideas that
require comprehensive study. And the market is
constantly in search of a new revolutionary technology – just think ofWomanizer. All this shapes
and determines the topics of discussion during
the festival.
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There are many different ideas and concepts when
it comes to events in our industry. How is ThaiFest
different from all these other fairs and shows? What
are the unique selling points of your event?
Leonid: The uniqueness of ThaiFest lies in the
fact that each brand has the opportunity to present its products to the retail segment of the Russian market not only during offi cial trainings, but
also throughout the festival, either through private
conversations or sponsoring one of the recreational activities. ThaiFest is a unique platform for
new brands because the products are presented
by market professionals who are completely
independent and can make decisions about
introducing goods to the stores – and who also
know the preferences of the consumers in our
country. They understand if and why a product
will be met with interest in the market, and if there
is no interest, they can tell you what needs to be
improved so that it can claim its place on the store
shelves. Sometimes, small changes are enough,
for example changes in the packaging or a special
promotional display, or the provision of testers
so that a new brand can enter the market with
maximum effi ciency. Any brand expects growth
and development, and ThaiFest helps them fi nd
the best ideas to achieve these goals.
It’s still roughly six months until the 7th ThaiFest.
Are you still looking for sponsors? Is there room for
more companies and brands that want to meet the
Russian retailers?

Randal Withers,
Intern. Sales Manager at
Swiss Navy, in action at
ThaiFest 2018
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INTERIOR DESIGN OR
INTO-YOUR-REAR-DESIGN?
With Mystim’s Booty Garland it’s up to you
Thanks to some soft electrical impulses our new bi-polar anal chains
will put a smile on your cheeks, but with their black 100% platinum
silicone body they are pretty to look at, too.

www.mystim.com
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Leonid: Before announcing the festival, we communicated with our partners who had already participated as sponsors in previous festivals. As of today
we can name the companies that will take part in
ThaiFest-2019. VIP-Partners: Svakom, Swiss Navy,
Pipedream, Shunga Erotic Art, and Hot Octopuss.
Partners: YESforLOV, Plaisir Secret, ORION, Kokos
Co., Djaga-Djaga & BioMed-Nutrition. But we are
open to welcoming more participants, and there is
still time to join our team of partners. Please contact
the representatives of our organisation team: mdv@
astkol.com (Tatiana Lukicheva) and pmv@astkol.
com (Marina Pavlova).
Do the bad relationships between ‚East and West‘
place a strain on your event?
Leonid: It is not a secret that Russians are superstitious people, we are always cautious not to jinx
something good, but right now, we don’t feel really
these tensions. They don’t affect the relations between our market and Western suppliers, and hope
that it will continue to be that way.
What is the current situation in your home market?
How would you describe the status quo of the Russian erotic market?
Leonid: The situation in the Russian market is
quite controversial. On one hand, we very hear
complaints from retailers about a drop in the
average consumer spending, about a decrease in
consumer activity, about e-commerce competition
which doesn‘t have high running costs – meaning
they can offer lower prices online than you can in
offl ine stores. On the other hand, we as wholesalers cannot say that our customer purchases have
dropped dramatically. Therefore, we can draw the
conclusion that, despite a decline in consumer activity, retailers still maintain the same assortment
and the same quantities in their stores to offer
an optimal offer and compete with online stores
not by price, but by service. I would like to point
out that in comparison to European sex shops,
Russian adult stores offer high-quality advice on
products and even help in solving some psychological problems. Apparently, due to the fact
that the adult toy market in our country is quite
closed, and in the eyes of many people – even
quite modern, young people – adult products are
still something marginal, store owners have to fi nd
means to boost sales, and one of those ways is
professional sales training.
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The focus of the event is on direct exchange
between producers and retailers – here:
Pipedream’s Steven Sav with Russian retailers

“TH A I F E S T H A S B E C O M E
A PROPER NAME, WHEN
P E O P L E H E A R ‚TH A I F E S T ‘ ,
TH E Y TH I N K O F TH E
H I G H Q U A L I T Y O F TH E
O R G A N I S ATI O N A N D
TH E E F F E C TI V E N E S S
O F TH E E V E N T, N OT
TH E G E O G R A P H I C A L
LO C ATI O N . “
LEONID FISHMAN
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I always wanted Le Sex en Rose to be a safe place that
every kind of person would feel comfortable visiting
exclusive

Le Sex En Rose’s
toy reviews help
consumers find the
right products for
their pre-

Sexuality is a complex
subject matter, and there
are many ways to approach
it. However, most people
will probably agree that the
aspect at the core of it all is
pleasure. And pleasure is
also the focus of lesexenrose.
com. But the masterminds
behind the website don’t
approach their project from
the viewpoint of experts;
instead, their goals is to meet
their readers and viewers at
eye level. In our EAN
interview, we talk about their
strategy, their goals, and
about the general direction
in which sexuality – and
consequently, the erotic
market – is evolving.

# i n s e a r c h o fp lea sure mit lesex enro se.co m

„

On Le Sex en Rose, you are “writing about
every natural, interesting, and funny thing
related to pleasure“. Why did you decide to
start this website?
Le Sex En Rose: I realised that people usually find it difficult to talk openly and honestly
about sex. In small talk, we tend to quantify
sex and to measure it in terms of duration,
size, number of partners. In education, sex
is depicted as something we need to protect
ourselves from: Sexual education usually
takes into account only the risks – unplanned
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.
It seems to me that we are missing the point
and the best of human sexuality: pleasure. I
think this puts a lot of pressure, shame, and
negativity on sex and desire.
Only if we start from pleasure can we build a
truly sex-positive culture that makes people
feel comfortable and relaxed about exploring
their body, their desire, their fantasies.
Of course, if you’re into specific fetishes and
kinks (and you’re conscious about that) you
probably can find online and offline
communities where you
get info and

meet like-minded people with whom you can
explore and talk openly about things.
But if you’re just curious about sex in general – maybe you want to improve the sexual
connection with your partner, or you’re looking
for a way to feel good about yourself and to
know your body better – you easily bump into
extremely clinical or judgmental approaches.
I wanted a place where I could talk naturally
and freely about sex, about the sexuality that
people experience with in their everyday lives.
So, I created Le Sex En Rose.
Could you tell us a bit about yourself and the
team behind the project?
Le Sex En Rose: I’m actually just one half of
Le Sex En Rose. My husband, who’s literally
my better half, encouraged me to start this
project – writing something that could make
other women feel free to embrace and explore
their sexuality with curiosity and without
shame or guilt.
He’s the author of every single picture and
video on the blog. He’s also a regular tester
and reviewer of sex toys for male pleasure. But
above all, he is the person I share my thoughts
with before writing them down on the blog.
There are dozens of blogs and other media
dedicated to pleasure and erotic products.
What is the most important aspect that sets
lesexenrose.com apart from all that?
Le Sex En Rose: I think the soft but clear
approach – both visual and verbal – distinguishes Le Sex En Rose from other media.
The overall design surely makes the blog
stand out visually. It reflects the great effort
we put into shaping every single piece of content, carefully selecting each topic, product,
and company featured on the blog. It’s our
way to attach to sexuality the importance it
deserves.
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Actually, there’s another thing in our blog that’s
drawing attention: the naked interviews, where
both I and the interviewee sit in front of each other
completely naked. The interviews allow me to enrich
the blog with the words of people who, through their
job, art, vision, contribute to empowering people to
embrace and enjoy their sexuality in a safe, conscious, and fulfilling way. I wanted this format to be a
way to normalise nudity as a means of getting rid of
all the labels and status symbols that we let define
us and setting our body and mind free of taboos
and stereotypes.
Do you have a certain audience in mind when you
write your articles?
Le Sex En Rose: I always wanted Le Sex en Rose
to be a safe place that every kind of person would
feel comfortable visiting.
I write the blog as an ordinary woman, wife, and lover
exploring sexuality, not as an expert, and I try to write
articles that other ordinary people can relate to without
having a deep knowledge of some topics or mastering
a very specific sexuality-related terminology.
What do you think are the most important changes
we have seen in the erotic industry in the last few
years?
Le Sex En Rose: A huge change was shifting the
focus to female pleasure and consequently from
penetration to other kinds of stimulation.
There’s still a lot of work to do, especially culturally,
in order to expand the definition of sexuality and
the list of what we consider sex. The clitoris is still
often neglected by textbooks and journals but at
least there’s a whole range of sex toys of different
shapes, textures, and motions designed to massage, please, caress, stimulate it. Speaking of the
pleasure products industry, another big change was
the evolution of the old dead-meat-coloured, phallic-shaped sex toys into coloured, well-designed,
body-safe objects that look nothing like genitals and
are shaped to please the body as well as the mind.
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What is the most important trend in this market
today – the trend that will shape the industry and its
products in the future?
Le Sex En Rose: On the technology front, there’s
a lot of experimenting going on. Teledildonics allow
pleasure to overcome barriers by intimately connecting people that are geographically distant. VR is
trying to make pornography a more immersive experience. Robotics are being developed to replicate human movement, sexual behaviour, and also emotional
responses, and people are discussing the socio-cultural implications of human-robot interaction. But this
all will take time to go from niche to mainstream.
More realistically, there will be a lot of experimentation
with design, materials, and textures in the manufacturing of sex toys – toys that are more adaptable and versatile, allowing different uses and different stimulations.
But, while it’s getting more and more acceptable for women to own and use pleasure toys, the
same can’t be said for men. There’s still a stigma
surrounding sex toys for men because of the cultural
belief that masturbation is mostly a male activity a
man should do without aids. Things are changing,
also thanks to some brands that are shaping sex
toys for men that don’t just replicate a body hole
but are designed to enhance stimulation and offer a
whole new experience of pleasure. I think and I hope
that in the near future, there will be more sex toys
designed around male pleasure.
Every person has a different sexuality, every body
reacts different to stimulation. With this in mind, is it
even possible to objectively test sex toys? What are
the criteria you apply in your tests?
Le Sex En Rose: There’s nothing objective when it
comes to sexuality and this makes it nearly impossible to write an objective sex toy review. It’s especially
hard for toys like the popular rabbit that are designed
to stimulate more than one spot simultaneously.
We can’t talk objectively about sensations, but we
can give important info about features like quality,
materials, safety, interface usability, etc.
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What I try to do when I test and review sex toys is
to suggest possible uses, to share my personal
experience in a way that people can relate to, and
to understand and communicate which kind of
anatomy/sensitivity/experience they work best with
in my opinion. Some toys are good for first timers,
others require a deep knowledge of one’s body.
Some are really noisy, others are very powerful or
not powerful at all.
There are toys that look amazing in the pictures, in
the descriptions, in the headlines and then fail in use
because they just don’t suit the human anatomy.
Others are very versatile and adapt to different body
shapes. Many people buy toys online and don’t have
the chance to touch them, to switch them on and
hear their sounds, feel the intensity of the vibration.
With my reviews, I can give people information to help
them narrow down the list of the toys they might like.
Does the average modern consumer have enough
knowledge to find the right sex toy for her- or himself?
Le Sex En Rose: Luckily, this is a time when the
sex toy brands themselves are communicating with
the consumers, sharing information and suggestion.
But the sex toy market is getting bigger every day,
offering a huge range of different materials, shapes,
stimulations, textures, technologies, interfaces. It’s
not that easy to select the right sex toy, especially
since you don’t have the chance to try it first.
Making the “right” choice also implies having a
consciousness of your body and preferences and
I think this is a part of knowledge many people still
don’t have. But we’re getting closer.
Apart from English, you also publish your articles in
Italian, and the blog is based in Bristol as well as in
Turin. How would you describe the current state of
the market in Italy? Which role does the brick and
mortar business play, or do Italians only order their
sex toys online?
Le Sex En Rose: The weight of religion and traditional culture is still relevant in Italy and keeps feeding
the fake moralism that makes people feel ashamed,
guilty, and embarrassed of their sexuality, pleasure,
and desires.
I often speak with sex toy manufacturers and many
of them report difficulties when trying to penetrate
the Italian market. This is partly because of the culture and partly because of the fragmentation of the
market due to the specificity of every region in terms
of traditional culture, habits, economic strength,
population density.
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You will only find a few bright, boutique-style
sex-positive stores in Italy, and most of the sales are
made online.
Are you working together with manufacturers or
retailers on your website or are you offering any
services that would be of interest for them?
Le Sex En Rose: Outside of the blog, we both work
as communication and marketing professionals.
Since we launched the blog, we got to know this
field much better. We’re now collaborating with
manufacturers and offer our range of services - like
photo shooting and video production, social media
strategy development and management, brand
identity design, etc. – to brands
and companies in this field.
Communication is key to
connect with customers who
“ I WANTE D A PL AC E
are new to sexually-related
W HE RE I C OUL D TAL K
topics and products.

NATURAL LY AND FRE E LY

Can you tell us a bit about your
plans for the future of Le Sex en
ABOUT SE X, ABOUT THE
Rose?
Le Sex En Rose: I’m currently
SE XUAL ITY THAT PE OPL E
collaborating with other people,
companies, and organisations to
E XPE RIE NC E W ITH IN
develop projects that can actually
THE IR E V E RY DAY L IV E S.“
break the stigmas surrounding
sexuality and encourage people
LE SEX EN ROSE
to embrace pleasure. The dream
is to turn Le Sex en Rose from a
virtual space to a physical space
where people can meet to expand their knowledge
of sexuality by attending events, speeches, and happenings built around the subject.
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ABS is a well-established distributor, and they

have a far-reaching customer network across Britain
exclusive

H OT s tr e n gh ten th eir p resence in Grea t B rita in

There has always been
interest in the products of
HOT Productions & Vertriebs
GmbH in the United Kingdom, as Michael Sonner,
General Sales Manager of
HOT, explains in our EAN
interview. However, he adds
that there have been some
problems serving this market,
specifically with getting their
products on the shelves of
brick and mortar or online
stores. In order to change
that, HOT has now entered
into a distribution partnership
with ABS Holdings.

„

HOT kicks off the new year with a bang,
presenting a new distribution partner in ABS
Holdings. Is this partnership intended to
strengthen your presence in the British Isles?
Michael Sonner: We did a lot of research last
year to find out how our products are doing in
Great Britain. The feedback was very positive,
but there were some things that always held
us back. ABS will now offer our products in
Britain on a much larger scale, and HOT will
be readily available to all the brick and mortar
and e-commerce retailers.
What role did the HOT brand play in the British
market before this agreement?
Michael Sonner: We attended ETO Show as
an exhibitor several times, but we were never
really happy with the results. I think that Brits
prefer to buy their products from a domestic
company, and now, they can also get HOT
from a domestic company.
Can you provide more details about this collaboration with ABS? Will they carry the entire
HOT range? Is there an exclusivity agreement
in place for the British market?
Michael Sonner: As of January 2019, ABS
distributes our products on the British market.
There is no exclusive distribution agreement
because some of our long-standing partners
also have customers in Great Britain.
Why did you choose to work with ABS? What
are their greatest strengths?
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Michael Sonner: ABS is a well-established,
reliable distributor, and they have a great,
far-reaching customer network across Britain.
What are your expectations going into this
collaboration? How much potential do you see
for HOT products in the British market?
Michael Sonner: We expect HOT to gain a
lot more traction and visibility in the British
market in the upcoming years.
How will you support ABS and their trade
customers to achieve these goals?
Michael Sonner: Up until now, we haven’t
done all that much advertising in Britain, but
that is going to change soon.
Let’s address the elephant in the room: Do
you think that Brexit could complicate this
collaboration?
Michael Sonner: Brexit should not be a
problem for us – if it actually happens, that
is. We are currently doing business in 57
countries, and most of them are not part of
the EU.
Will there be other changes to HOT’s distribution strategy in 2019? Will you continue to
work with distributors and wholesalers?
Michael Sonner: Our wholesale partners are
the link between us and the retail stores and
online shops. They are crucial to our success.
There will be no changes in our relationship
with them.
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Hunkyjunk is designed and fit to be a

little more mainstream to the customer
exclusive

Ne w f r o m O x ba lls: H unkyjunk

„

Let‘s take a quick look back at 2018: How
was the year for Oxballs? Are you satisfied
with how it turned out?
Ryan Fraga: In the past 3 or 4 years Oxballs
has really exploded in the US. A good part of
this growth is because US retailers recognize
the Oxballs brand of high-quality men’s products as more than just a ‚gay‘ brand. Oxballs
fills a need for retailers for extreme, edgy and
well thought-out men’s designs, designs they
can’t get anywhere else. And men with all
kinds of interests buy Oxballs. We’re starting
to experience the same thing in Europe, but
we still have much more room to grow there
as our retail presence does as well.

Oxballs is ushering in the new
year with a new brand, called
Hunkyjunk. In order to learn
more about this new product
line, EAN turned to Rayan
Fraga, Director of Sales and
Operations at Oxballs. In our
interview, we talk about the
recent expansion of office
and warehouse capacities,
about projects, products,
and changes that are in the
pipeline for 2019. And about
Hunkyjunk, of course.

Now Oxballs starts into the new year full
steam, releasing a new brand in January.
What can you tell us about this product line?
Ryan: Oxballs is pretty hardcore; it’s dirty, almost
industrial and we make some pretty extreme
toys. For a long time, we’ve wanted to design a
group of products that would reach a different
customer, using our same passion for design and
high-quality materials, but with a premise for cleaner designs that are more minimalistic, almost
artistic in their forms, and more easily understood. So we created Hunkyjunk. Hunkyjunk is
Huj Industries, Huj being an abbreviated-mashup
of the words hunky and junk. The name alone is
playful, fun and a little bit snarky and silly. That’s
exactly what this brand is. The packaging and the
products are designed to stand out in store and
in the consumer’s collection of toys. Like Oxballs,
Hunkyjunk is not shy of colour.
How will you position this new brand in your
portfolio? Is it a kind of extension or does it fill
a gap in your assortment?
Ryan: Hunkyjunk is definitely not an extension. Oxballs is elaborate, clunky, heavy, big
and provocative. It’s dirty. Hunkyjunk is artistic

Ryan Fraga, Oxballs’ Sales and Operations Manager
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forms and simple shapes that are easy to understand. The customer will know how to use
this product without any instruction. The only
connection between the two is that they’re
both high-quality materials and well thought
out designs. It’s what we do. All of Hunkyjunk
is made from custom original designs from our
moulds. We refuse to buy molds from factories and rebrand products as our own.
How many products will this new brand include and what are their unique selling points?
Ryan: Hunkyjunk launches as a complete line.
It has 12 unique new designs in 36 SKUs of colour options. It’s the 12 design categories that
we know men buy and use most. Retailers can
launch this line with very little footprint and have
a completely new line of product that we know
will catch the attention of their customers. To
allow Hunkyjunk to have minimalistic, clean
graphics so the customer sees the toy and colour first, we created a booklet that is crammed
with information about Hunkyjunk, pictures of
all the products in the line, descriptions of how
to use the designs, and information on how to
care for the materials. The booklet is seated in
a pocket on the back of almost all products in
the line. It’s something the customer can pick
up and read before buying. We look at this as
an experience for the customer that shows
them very quickly what the brand is, what we’re
about, and why Hunkyjunk is in front of them.
Is the packaging in the typical ‚Oxballs’ style‘
to guarantee high recognition value?
Ryan: Yes but no. Hunkyjunk packaging is all
about colour and catching the attention of the
customer with packaging. On the front, it is
simple and clean using a high-gloss lacquer red,
defining Hunkyjunk’s area on the wall visually.
It is about style and very clean graphics, compared to Oxballs, which is dirty in every direction
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and way. Hunkyjunk graphics are austere; they are
simple in the style of mid-century advertising and
album covers. The front has very minimal information,
just high graphics and focus on the product. The back
has darker colours and our Huj-Man digital rendering
showing how a product is worn along with the information booklet. It’s eye-catching and the contrast between the front and back is extreme. The shape of the
packaging is square to minimize footprint and to have

Ryan: We’ve needed more space for some years.
Our explosion of growth meant that we had to
keep adding staff. We had three and four people
sharing an offi ce before this expansion, it was
nuts. We added a second location tripling our
offi ce space and doubling our warehouse square
footage. The new sales and showroom spaces are
stunning, modern and beautiful. It fi ts what this
company is all about: design and creative spaces.

“H U N K Y J U N K L A U N C H E S A S A
COMPLETE LINE. IT HAS 12
UNIQUE NEW DESIGNS IN 36
S K U S O F C O LO U R O PTI O N S . “
RYA N F R A G A
Hunkyjunk is
geared toward a
wider audience

clean, uncluttered merchandizing plans. However, we
created a visual rhythm by chopping off the corner of
each package, directing people to Hunkyjunk’s tagline
printed on the angled edge: ‚Play Big, Play Huj.‘
Compared to your other brands and products, are you
targeting a different audience with the new brand?
Ryan: Yes, certainly. Hunkyjunk is designed and fit to
be a little more mainstream to the customer. It’s still a
broad range of men’s product like Oxballs, but Hunkyjunk won’t explore extreme fetish designs like Oxballs
does. The marketing for Hunkyjunk will not be the
x-rated imagery and style of Oxballs. This is a cleaner,
more playful product aimed at the widest audience
possible. The aim of Hunkyjunk is men that use toys,
from the shy guy who wants to try his first c-ring all the
way to the guy who wants an extension to make his
penis larger to have sex with his girlfriend or boyfriend.
Where can European retailers buy your new brand?
Ryan: Hunkyjunk is designed and manufactured by
Oxballs. Retailers should be able to get Hunkyjunk
from the same suppliers where they are currently
buying Oxballs.
Along with expanding your product range, you have
also expanded your office and warehouse capacity as
well. Can you give some details about this?
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This allowed us to expand our platinum-cure silicone production, which is manufactured entirely
on site from raw materials. We’re known in the
industry for our incredible fi ll rate and fast shipping turnaround. We’re rarely out of stock, and
the added warehouse space allows us to maintain
our fi ll rate while we add all of this new product.
Both our sales and design studio teams now have
the room to explore new products, new brands,
and we have room to grow in the trajectory we’ve
been on.
This sounds like a good start, but how will Oxballs
continue in 2019? What are your plans for the year?
Ryan: We have so many new products in development for Oxballs and Hunkyjunk. There is so much
that is now possible with the new space, different
kinds of gear and categories, different products for
customers we haven’t even reached yet. 2019 for
Oxballs will be a year of larger, more fetish-based
toys, getting back to the core of who we are as
the Oxballs brand. Also, our new wholesale web
platform is slated to launch in first part of 2019. This
will be hugely helpful for retailers and suppliers in
exploring all the styles and designs that Oxballs and
Hunkyjunk have to offer and will make it easier to
find products retailers are being asked for in their
stores.
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We as Evolved will do whatever is

required to help our customers to increase sales
exclusive

E v o l v e d No velties B .V. to o p en distributio n centre nea r Amsterda m

„

It‘s been about three months since you
took over the European business for Evolved
Novelties. These were certainly busy months,
right?
Raymond Houtenbos: The last three months
were indeed very busy and were mainly
focused on getting to know the company and
the products from Evolved, Adam & Eve as
well as Zero Tolerance. I am very grateful to
the whole Evolved Novelties team for their
warm welcome and their willingness to invest
so much time (& money) in me to familiarise
me with the company and our amazing
products.

It has been an eventful few
months since Raymnd Houtenbos was put in charge of
Evolved Novelties’ activities
in Europe in September 2018.
And things will continue to
move along at a rapid pace
in the new year as well,
starting with the opening of
a new distribution centre in
the vicinity of Amsterdam in
mid-January. Raymond tells
us more about the project in
our EAN interview.

How have industry and retail taken in that
Evolved Novelties wants to expand its
presence in Europe?
Raymond: Although we are still only in the
initial phase, the reactions have been very
heart-warming, positive, and promising.
Several people have indicated that they have
not been aware of the beautiful range and
great quality of products at Evolved, Adam &
Eve and Zero Tolerance, with our 5-year
warranty and tester programme being the
icing on the cake.
Critics might say ‚Oh no, not another US
brand in Europe!‘ What‘s your reply?
Raymond: There will always be critics and
that’s fine, it keeps us sharp and motivates us
to keep improving and making critics our fans.
Evolved Novelties is not just another brand in
Europe, we distinguish ourselves in many
ways. When we design products, quality,
power and user enjoyment always have our
highest priority, from the very first pencil line.
Opening our own warehouse gives us the
opportunity to service our customers better by
being in the same time-zone and guaranteeing
speedy deliveries within Europe.

Raymond Houtenbos, Evolved Novelties
Vice President of Sales for Europe
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Can you already tell us about your distribution
strategy? Will you work with wholesalers and
distributors or directly with the retailers or
both?
Raymond: As Evolved Europe B.V., we want
to be flexible and build a profitable long-term
partnership with our customers. We are open
to both wholesalers/distributors as well as to
retailers and onliners.
In 2018, we saw that exclusive distribution had
a comeback. Is that something that Evolved is
thinking about?
Raymond: Although we don’t exclude
anything, it’s not our intention to have
exclusive distribution agreements. We believe
that our products should be available and
accessible to everyone with a healthy margin
and without any limitation.
You‘re planning to open your own distribution
centre in mid-January. Where will it be
located? How big is it? How many employees
will have it?
Raymond: The distribution centre will be in
Nijkerk, which is approx. 50km from Amsterdam, and the total space is around 1600 m2.
Together with the European team, we will take
care of setting up the warehouse and we hired
a warehouse manager (Jeffrey Lenz) who
joined Evolved Europe B.V. on December 17th.
What advantages does this warehouse offer
with respect to your European business?
Raymond: Customers are not forced to
order large quantities as is often the case
now when ordering from America (or China).
They don’t have to worry about customs
formalities, they save costs on transport, it
becomes easier for customers to place
(repeat)orders, and delivery-times are
considerably shorter.
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Logistics is one thing, the support of retailers and
distributors/wholesalers is another. What can the
market expect from Evolved on that front?
Raymond: Service, service, service. As Evolved,
we will do whatever is required to help our
customers increase sales. Because we are in the
same time-zone as (most) other European
countries we can respond quickly to any questions,
situations and/or developments. Upon customers
request, we are also ready to attend events,
shows, and activities. We are there to help our
customers in the best way possible to sell our
products.

Evolved Europe’s
new 1600m distribution centre is
located in Nijkerk,
just 50km outside
of Amsterdam

What other plans will you pursue in 2019?
Raymond: Our plans are to gain a larger market
share, to create demand for our Evolved Novelties
products, and to get Evolved Novelties the
attention it deserves in Europe. If everything goes
well, that will also result in further expanding the
Evolved Europe B.V. team, more precisely the sales
team, extra people in the office/warehouse, etc.
Please visit us at: www.evolvedeurope.com or
contact us via: sales@evolvedeurope.com

“ E V O LV E D N O V E LTI E S
I S N OT J U S T A N OTH E R
BRAND IN EUROPE, WE
D I S TI N G U I S H O U R S E LV E S
I N M A N Y WAY S . “
R AY M O N D H O U T E N B O S

Jeffrey Lenz, the
new head of
logistics at Evolved
Europe B.V.
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I knew it had to be hard and heavy
exclusive

F f i o n Ha r m an p resents Prudence, a cera mic dildo

Ever since the 17th century, Stoke on Trent has been a hub of ceramic manufacturing and pottery in Great Britain. Tea sets and
pieces of art have been created there for centuries, and more recently, Stoke on Trent has also become the place of manufacture for a ceramic dildo named Prudence. The toy was designed by Ffion Harman, the founder and head of the company Fine
Bone. In our interview, she tells us more about her project and her reasons for choosing ceramics as the material for her first
sex toy.

„

Before we talk more about Prudence, could
you introduce yourself to our readers first? Did
you have any experience regarding of sex toys
before you started working on Prudence?
Ffion Harman: I’m launching a new range of
British porcelain sex toys called Fine Bone.
Last August I crowdfunded Fine Bone’s first
product Prudence and she’s in production as
we speak.
My experience with sex toys began five years
ago making sugar vibrators for a sci-fi theatre
production. For obvious health reasons this
had no longevity as a business but it did open
me up to a world of moulds and food grade
silicone.
I’ve always been in and around the fetish
community and sex industry in London and
recently Berlin. Attending sex parties, vulva
workshops, in general just saying “Yes” to all
the weird and wonderful things the kink-world
has to offer. Prudence is the result of a five-year exploration into what I (and the people
around me) would like from a penetrative sex
toy, through trial and error.
My professional background is in events and
visual merchandising. So basically designing/
producing things like window displays, press
launches and pop ups. It’s one of the reasons
that Fine Bone’s marketing is so aesthetically
driven. I wanted the branding to be super
accessible.

Ffion Harman, founder of Fine Bone
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Ffion, you used crowdfunding to successfully
finance a ceramic sex toy called Prudence.
How happy are you with the result?
Ffion: Yes, I crowdfunded her first batch on
Kickstarter. It was an emotional rollercoaster
but very much worth the journey! I took this
decision based on the scale of production.
I could have self-funded and manufactured
the toy a few pieces at a time with an artisan
ceramicist but it would have been a completely different product. Without the campaign
Id’ve had to market towards a really narrow
band of people that can afford luxury sex toys.
This wasn’t my intention. But of course mid
scale production meant more money needed
upfront to make the first batch. I looked to
crowd funding because I knew the figure I
needed but didn‘t have the stats to pursue business investment. One of the best things that
came out of this experience was that it forced
me to reach out to people in the community.
Everyone who I have consequently met in the
sex toy industry is so talented and supportive.
I’m entirely grateful to these people as well as
the backers for helping Prudence become a
reality.
Prudence has a unique design and doesn‘t
look like other sex toys. Can you tell us a bit
more about the design process and why you
settled on the fi nal design we can see now?
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Ffion: That has to do with the “Suck and See”
approach. There were hundreds of different amorphous shapes on my kitchen table at the beginning
of the process. I tried them all out, redrafting and
redrafting until it looked like it does now. This was
during the two year primary design phase. I was
lucky that I had a kinky household of people who
were happy to input and never judged me for my
pet-pussy project. Then I found some talented
craftsmen to make a short list of designs in glass
and ceramic from my 3D renders. Prudence stood
out by a mile. She‘s an internal and external massager, primarily for vaginal use. I really like the way the
line of the body swells, so when you thrust it deeper,
it widens. That and the handle is just … handy!
You picked ceramics as the material for your sex toy.
Which properties make ceramics well-suited for this
purpose?
Ffion: I knew it had to be hard and heavy. When
you clench against something hard the resistance
is so much greater when you orgasm and it helps
tone your pelvic floor too. Glazed ceramics are
glossy and gently warm up to the touch of your
skin. I would have been happy with glass too but
the prototype happened to be made on a lathe from
porcelain. I have grown to favour ceramic sex toys
almost entirely now because they conduct heat in
such a natural way and temperature play is a really
underrated aspect of sensory pleasure.
There are several companies making toys in the
same medium, after all the idea has been around for
thousands of years. Other companies focus on intricate paintwork or have a different unglazed surface.
With Fine Bone the finish is just clean, simple and
smooth. Prudence aims to be the kind of toy one
can keep on their bedside table.
You chose to have Prudence manufactured by a
company in Stroke on Trent. Which criteria mattered
most when you were looking for partners for this
project?
Ffion: The Stoke on Trent potteries are the historic
centre of the ceramic industry in the U.K. I reached
out to them because they are iconic. I liked that it
fed into British industry but more importantly I wanted to stay in close communication with whoever
was producing the toy. It seemed fitting with the
tongue in cheek feel of the branding that it be produced in an area of the world famous for making the
queen’s tea cups more than dildos. Very wholesome
indeed.
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On your Kickstarter campaign page you say that
you want Fine Bone to be an ethical company. Why
is this aspect so important to you and how is this
reflected in the product?

Prudence is being created in Stoke on Trent,
a historic centre of the ceramics industry in England

“I WA S L U C K Y TH AT I
HAD A KINKY HOUSEHOLD
OF PEOPLE WHO WERE
H A P PY TO I N P U T A N D
N E V E R J U D G E D M E FO R
M Y P E T  P U S S Y P R OJ E C T. “
FFION HARMAN

Ffion: As an individual trying to start a company, I
feel responsible for how that’s done on every level. If
I have the chance to do it right, I want to. The environment is one thing, ceramics are a natural medium.
They are compatible with your body and sustainably
made. The cotton travel pouch Prudence comes
with is made with a women’s co-operative who work
with victims of sex trafficking. The aim is to give these
women a choice of how they make their income.
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Across the board sex is only sex when it’s empowered
and consensual, that extends right from freedom to
pleasure oneself to freedom from forced sex labour.
One of the main motivation’s for making my own sex
toy company was that I felt alienated by what was out
there. This is beginning to change but many sex toy
brands are still using sultry black and white photographs of nubile, long-haired, white-skinned models to
promote their campaigns. The view of what sexuality
should look like is still very contrived. More to the point
it always looks smouldering and never fun. In my opinion someone’s laughter is so much sexier than their
pouty selfie face because it’s genuine. I want to carry
this honest sexuality into the brand’s ethos.
Which audience are you targeting with Prudence?
Ffion: I’m hoping to target people who have an interest
in sex as part of a healthy lifestyle and enjoy intimacy in
everyday life. Fine Bone products should be marketable towards the health and beauty sector as well as
appealing to a socially conscious shopper. Initially, I
thought that it would be a millennial target audience,
but feedback has shown that it’s actually most popular
with the 35–45-year old age bracket. After all women’s
sexual peak is in their thirties. I think there’s been a
shift in the way people talk about sex openly. Instead
of buying a new pair of shoes or lingerie, I would love it
if Prudence was the kind of treat someone would buy
themselves to kick off the perfect weekend.

The ceramic dildo Prudence is the first project
of up-and-coming company Fine Bone
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“I H AV E G R O W N TO
FAV O U R C E R A M I C S E X
TOY S A L M O S T E N TI R E LY
N O W B E C A U S E TH E Y
C O N D U C T H E AT I N S U C H
A N AT U R A L WAY A N D
T E M P E R AT U R E P L AY I S
A R E A L LY U N D E R R AT E D
A S P E C T O F S E N S O RY
PLEASURE.“
FFION HARMAN

When will Prudence be available on the market and
how much will it cost?
Ffion: Prudence is in production at the minute and
I want to ensure the she’s completely perfect before I properly launch the company. I should have the
product safely in my hands this Spring. However, I’m planning to launch the business around
Autumn 2019 with a web shop and a handful of
stockists in different countries. The retail price is
currently £64.00 which comes in less than competitors in the ceramic field and aims to be beautiful
without being a high end designer item.
Do you already have plans for the time after the
launch of Prudence? Will we see an expanded
collection of ceramic toys?
Ffion: I’m currently designing the butt-plug follow
up! Which is the obvious natural progression. Not
least of which because Prudence is designed for
penetrative vaginal use rather than anal. From an
egalitarian perspective I would like my toys to be
available for non-vagina owners too. It’s something
a lot of people have asked for in the feedback.
Following this, making a small and large version of
both toys is also in the pipe line.
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Less
stress
more
sex
CLS Healthcare
wishes you a happy new year!
www.clshealthcare.nl
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It’s going to be a challenging year
exclusive

L o o k i n g ba ck a nd lo o king a h ea d with So p h ia Nystra nd

„

Before we turn our attention to the market
as a whole, let’s talk about your company. Has
2018 been a good year for Basic Instinct?
Sophia Nystrand: Yes. We had another good
year with some new big accounts and two
new brands.

What challenges will the
market be facing over the
course of 2019? Which trends
and developments can we
expect? Those are some
of the questions we asked
Sophia Nystrand, founder and
CEO of Swedish distribution
company Basic Instinct, in
our New Year’s interview. And
of course, we also seized the
opportunity to look back with
Sophia and take stock of the
developments of last year.

What has happened throughout the year?
What has changed for your company, and
how has Basic Instinct itself evolved?
Sophia: We have launched some important IT
projects with the purpose of making ordering
and warehousing more effective. Now our
different systems are talking to each otherthat means less manual work. Since August,
we have customer support at our warehouse
in Götene, Sweden. And we became the
exclusive distributor for Elvie Trainer in
Scandinavia.
You already made the decision to cater to
mainstream audiences years ago – is this
strategy paying off now?
Sophia: Absolutely, the experience with this
kind of accounts has encouraged me to
develop the company and its services based
on new demands. Consequently, we are now
better equipped for the giants.
What plans, expectations, and hopes does
Basic Instinct have regarding this year?
Sophia: To continue penetrating the
mainstream market in Scandinavia. Hopefully
the first supermarket will add one of our
brands. We will make a bigger PR launch for
one brand soon and it will be very interesting
to see the results of it.
Now, let’s talk about the general developments of 2018. Has it all been ‚business as
usual‘, or have you noticed major changes
compared to previous years?

Sophia Nystrand, founder
and head of Basic Instinct
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Sophia: We have seen a slight sign of the
upcoming regression in the second half of
the year. Or at least, both suppliers and
customers are talking about it, so it seems
to be around the corner. I think this has
resulted in better prices and services for the
retailers because the distributors and the
suppliers have to be more aware of the loyal
customers.
Have the dominating problems of the past
years gained or lost steam in 2018 – things
like the erosion of the traditional supply
chain, excess supply, price wars, copycats,
overwhelming competition in the online
market due to mega sellers like Amazon?
Sophia: It has been quite calm this year, but
we have Amazon launching in Sweden in
2019. It will be a big obstacle for growing
online stores. It’s very hard to predict how it
will affect the market.
In spite of these aforementioned challenges,
the market seems to keep growing. Or is
that a misinterpretation?
Sophia: No, that’s right. The retailers who
are still alive after the tough years 20152016 have been growing - because they are
focused and have a reason to exist.
A big hurdle on the way to realising the full
potential of the adult market has always
been that there isn’t enough access to the
mainstream market with all its channels of
distribution and its millions of consumers.
Have we made any headway on that front in
2018?
Sophia: More adult products entering the
mainstream market today means even more
products will get in there tomorrow. Though
it’s a tougher market with harder restrictions
regarding production, quality, communication,
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“I DON’T BELIEVE IN
D O L L S FO R TH E M A S S E S
IN THE NEAREST
FUTURE.“
SOPHIA NYSTRAND

and safety. Facts that I am well aware of, as it has
been my daily reality working with bigger accounts
for many years.
The product offering in the market is ever-changing.
Lately, we have been seeing more and more
products that offer alternative stimulation technologies instead of vibration. Will the good, old vibrator
become an also-ran in the foreseeable future?
Sophia: No, whilst the technology is moving
forward, we will look back to retro stuff, and still
sell non-advanced vibrators for ordinary people
(mainstream).

Many industry members are very critical of the
rise of private label products. Of course, there’s
no denying that these products make sense from
a business standpoint – but aren’t they also
strangulating the brand producers that any market
needs?
Sophia: The global world makes it easier to
produce yourself – and the bigger retailers know
their customers well. It’s a natural step if you look
at other industries, the adult market is not an
isolated island. But the copying of products/
brands is nothing that I want to support. And I
cannot see the profit for smaller retailers. Again,
it’s also a big responsibility to introduce products
in a market. Do they realise that?
Let’s dust off the old crystal ball. What are your
predictions for 2019? What will happen and
change in the market for adult products?
Sophia: I can say two things: It’s going to be a
challenging year and I think we must cooperate
more to make the best of it.

Sex dolls have been another big trend of 2018. Is
that just a fad, or can these products really break
out of their niche? How appealing are dolls to the
masses?
Sophia: I don’t believe in dolls for the masses in
the nearest future.
So far, sex tech has failed to take the market by
storm, and 2018 has been another year of small
steps. What needs to happen so this product
category can have its big breakthrough moment?
Sophia: I think that the alternative and smarter
way of stimulation techniques is the way to go if
you want to make innovations.
Trends come, trends go. First, there was an
avalanche of products for women, next, everybody launched couples’ products, then there was a
wave of male products. And now – products for all
consumers?
Sophia: We live in an individual driven society. So,
I guess products for individuals is the trend for the
moment.
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“WE LIVE IN AN
INDIVIDUAL DRIVEN
S O C I E T Y. S O , I
GUESS PRODUCTS
FO R I N D I V I D U A L S I S
TH E T R E N D FO R TH E
M O M E N T. “
SOPHIA NYSTRAND
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NEW!
Exciting challenges for solo sex!
The internationally loved brand for erotic games ‘Tease & Please’ is proud to introduce
YOURGASM, the exciting game for solo sex!

Solo sex can be amazing.
But even scientiﬁc studies
show that it’s also very
healthy! It works as a
relaxant, raises
conﬁdence, puts you in
a good mood, and it can
even improve your sleep.

LET GO OF YOUR
INHIBITIONS WITH
NO LESS THAN
50 CHALLENGES
YOURGASM FOR MEN contains a
masturbation egg, lubricant and 50 cards
full of thrilling challenges. Every man is
guaranteed some surprising pleasure during
this liberating exploration of his own body
and it introduces stimulating methods to the
many variations of masturbation.

YOURGASM FOR WOMEN contains a
vibrating toy, lubricant and 50 cards full
of thrilling masturbation variations.
Every woman is guaranteed some surprising
pleasure during this liberating exploration
of her own body.

MAKE LOVE, START WITH YOURSELF
YOURGASM teaches you to be (even) more aware of your body and discover exactly what you ﬁnd
pleasurable. If you don’t know, how can your partner know? Give your sex life a boost and pleasure
yourself or be pleasured by your partner, who can make you feel amazing by using the challenges.
It is YOURGASM!
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All in all, 2018 couldn’t have been much better
exclusive

B a th m a te B ra nd Ma na ger Tim B ro wn ta lks 2018, p la ns f o r 2019, a nd B rex it

„

Let‘s start with a quick review: How was the
year 2018 from the viewpoint of Bathmate?
Tim Brown: 2018 was a great year for Bathmate with sales going from strength to strength,
we sold to more people in more countries
than we have ever done. We had double digit
growth for the 7th year in a row with turnover
and operating profits also reaching new highs.
All in all, 2018 couldn’t have been much better.

2018 was undoubtedly an
eventful year for Bathmate,
but as Tim Brown explains in
our interview, all the changes
that were implemented led
to the desired results, and
therefore, it was also this a
highly successful year for
the British brand. And what
about the new year? Tim promises exciting innovations in
the penis pump segment for
2019, and when asked how
Brexit might affect the company’s positive development,
he emphasises that Bathmate
is well-prepared for all the
potential effects that Brexit
might have on the brand.

There were some changes in 2018 – including
a rebranding, new colleagues, expanding the
portfolio into a new product category, new
products... did all of this lead to the desired
results?
Tim: The short answer is yes. Let’s start with
the rebrand. This really did have to be done.
Trying to explain the range was very difficult
for bricks and mortar retail, the rebrand has
brought much needed clarity to the pump
range and has been universally praised and
welcomed by our resellers. We are really pleased with the feedback. Kerri Middleton joined
Bathmate and has been another huge success.
I’ve known Kerri for a number of years, I know
how well regarded she is in the industry and I
have been delighted with the skill set she has
bought to the business. Kerri has worked very
hard and the fruit of her labours will be realised
early in the new year, with her first two new
product designs being launched at ANME in
January. Moving on to the new products category, the Vibe and Hydrovibe have both outsold
expectations. That being said the products are
excellent so perhaps we shouldn’t have been
surprised by the excellent sales figures. The
Vibe is the engine for the next generation of
Bathmate products, of which the Hydrovibe
was the first. In late January we should be
ready to launch the second, another one of
Kerri’s designs. We’re really looking forward
to seeing how the market reacts to the new

Tim Brown,
Bathmate’s
Brand Manager
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products. The new anal toy cleaner (my idea!)
– another world’s first - has also done very well,
and as it’s a consumable, repeat orders have
been great.
What were the highlights for Bathmate in 2018?
Tim: I have to say Kerri joining the business,
and the success of the rebrand.
Your main activities are undoubtedly revolving
around penis pumps. What has happened in
this product category in 2018? Is the competition getting bigger and bigger?
Tim: We launched another new pump at
eroFame, the Hydroxtreme7 Wide Boy, driven
by consumer demand. The original Wide Boy
sold well and Bathmates customer care desk
was constantly being asked when the Xtreme
version would be available and as always, we
try and provide what the market wants. The
Hydroxtreme7 Wide Boy has done really well
since launch and we expect sales to continue
at a high level. With every successful product
there are always high levels of competition,
however, due to the strength of our Intellectual
Property Rights and due to spending vast
sums of money protecting it we manage to
control counterfeits and the illegal copies.
How important is it that consumers perceive
Bathmate as a brand in this context? Will this
factor be even more important in the future?
Tim: Being perceived as a brand is vitally
important, I mean really vital. Just think about
Rolex, it’s a watch that tells the time and that’s
all it does, it doesn’t count steps, it doesn’t tell
you when you have an email, it doesn’t have
GPS and yet it is sold all over world at very high
prices… why? Brand strength. When you buy
a Rolex, you are buying more than a watch you
are buying a status symbol, a perception of
success, a show of wealth. As such people’s
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Bathmate underwent a big
rebranding process in 2018

belief is that a Rolex wearer is successful and they
aspire to be the same … that really is brand strength.
Although I can’t quite put Bathmate in the same
league as Rolex I can say that people buy Bathmate
because they know we are the best penis pump
manufacturer on the planet, they buy Bathmate
because we manufacture the products using the
best materials, and ultimately people buy Bathmate
because they know our products work.
What are the plans for 2019 regarding penis pumps
at Bathmate?
Tim: Now my friend that is a secret! We have several
new developments which will take the pumps in a
new and very exciting direction … but you will have
to wait and see.
Isn‘t there a risk of watering down your brand if you
juggle too many balls at once?
Tim: That’s a good question, let me talk about
another brand, Adidas. What was the first product
Adidas brought to market? Unsurprisingly enough it
was a sports shoe made by Adolf ‚Adi‘ Dassler in his

000
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mother‘s scullery in Herzogenaurach, Germany. What
do Adidas manufacture now? T-shirts, football boots,
Cricket equipment, watches, shorts, boxing gloves,
skiing equipment … the list goes on. Has the divergence form sports shoes weakened or strengthened
the brand? For my 2 cents worth this has strengthened the brand and taken it to new highs. I believe
as Bathmate bring more and more products to
the market in associated fields we can go from
strength to strength in, initially adult toys, and
with the current development plans also in to the
mainstream markets, maybe one day Rolex and
Bathmate will be said in the same sentence and
have same perception of gravitas but in different
fields.
Brexit is up – whatever form it may ultimately
take. How do you prepare as a British company? Are you worried that Brexit will negatively
affect your business?
Tim: Brexit may or may not be a challenge. If I
were a betting man, I wouldn’t be sure we will
end up leaving Europe, there may be a Norway
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“BEING PERCEIVED AS
A B R A N D I S V I TA L LY
I M P O R TA N T, I M E A N
R E A L LY V I TA L . “
plus deal, there may be another referendum, and if
there is I think people will vote to stay. I suppose the
worst-case scenario is that there is no deal and we
go on World Trade Tariffs. That would be bad for the
UK but worse for Europe, think BMW, Audi, Mercedes all being between 5 % and 10 % more expensive!!
The cost of raw materials to manufacture Bathmates might change, also the speed at which the raw
materials clear customs may also change. The truth,
nobody, as of today really knows what will happen.
That being the case we continue, we make sure we
have additional stocks of raw materials and we make
sure we have plenty of manufactured product ready
to ship. I think there are some rough seas ahead for
anyone who only trades with Europe, but we sell
in 120 countries around the world so hopefully the
rough sea will only be a ripple on a calm lake for us.
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TIM BROWN

Kerri Middleton joined
Bathmate in the
summer of 2018
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A product manufactured with our iMaterial Gel

will always remain lubricated during its long life
exclusive

L i n go x CE O Ma nuel Ma rtin p resents th e newly develo p ed ma teria ls o f h is co mpany

Spanish company Lingox is
probably best-known as a
producer of masturbators
Made in Europe. Now, CEO
Manuel Martin and his team
present the results of their
first foray into a new field.
They have developed their
own production materials,
Organic Gels, Healthy Organic
Material und iMaterial, and
they want the entire adult
market to benefit from these
innovations. In our interview,
Manuel tells us about the
motivation for taking this
step, about the ways in which
producers can benefit from
the Lingox inventions, and
about the special qualities of
these materials.
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„

Lingox has presented a new material with
a very particular characteristic: It is self-lubricating. How did you come up with the idea of
this material?
Manuel Martin: Lingox is a company that has
not stopped investing in i+d since its creation,
from our first formulations of materials that
already had antibacterial and antimicrobial
agents to make our materials as safe as
possible, up to their different densities, with
different grades of hardness, to get sensations according to the preferences of the user.
Our materials already included a wide variety
of aromatic substances in their formulations,
to obtain a complete sensory experience. Aromas that are essential for aromatherapy can
also be applied successfully to enhance sexual relationships and therefore the enjoyment of
the user or partner. We have been the pioneers in presenting a totally different formulation
of materials in the market, both for the safety
and hygiene that it brings to the product, as
well as for the aromas that they give off and
the different densities that they offer.
But it was not enough for us, continuity in
research and innovation has always been our
way forward. After several years of studies,
tests, and mistakes, we managed to create
Organic Gels, stabilise them and control their
functions and unique characteristics.
We call them iMaterial, the intelligent material.
With an excellent expulsion of moisturising
material for the skin in the form of natural
lubrication. We can control the degrees of expulsion in the different formulations, this great
advantage is what makes the Organic Gel
self-lubricate in greater or lesser amounts.
It is important to note that the material does
not have any internal or external mechanism,
there is no manipulation by the user, it does
not have any internal or external lubrication treatment. It is a gel that is self-lubricating. At this

moment, we are in the process of obtaining an
international patent for our Organic Gels.
Without a doubt, it is impressive to observe
how a dildo is always self-lubricated and ready
for use, with extreme softness and a touch
similar to that of the real skin of a penis.
In the case of toys for men, imagine an artificial vagina that is always moistened with these
natural lubricating elements, „it‘s like a real vagina, when a woman is excited and lubricates
on its own“, because we have achieved it.
We have manufactured an artificial vagina
with real touch, which self-lubricates alone,
and always does, always being ready for use.
Nature, replicated in an artificial creation, this
is what we have achieved at Lingox.
Could you tell us a little more about how the
material works without getting too technical?
Manuel Martin: We have developed more
than 30 complex and different formulations
between these gels, each one serving a
function.

M A N U E L

We can control the Shore hardness, from 00 to the
most extreme hardness, going through all the intermediates and even getting the organic gel with the
lowest possible hardness, our triple degree 0. The
Organic Gel 000, is so soft that it is confused with
the density of a liquid, it is really incredible.
This control of hardness allows us to manufacture
any device, for men or women, with any desired
shape. And each formula can offer more or less lubrication continuously, depending on what we want
to achieve. These Organic Gels have the incredible
property of expulsion from the inside out to a greater
or lesser extent – with an extensive range of essential oils and with many beneficial properties for the
skin, as well as a variety of incredible aromas.
Why is it important for Lingox to research new materials? Do you feel that the erotic industry is lacking
in this sense?
Manuel Martin: The industry seems stuck on materials that have been on the market for many years
and do not evolve as much. The manufacturers
focus on new designs, but this is not evolution. It is
good to design new products, but ... Do they offer
something new? Each time, the designs are more
similar to one another and the competition between
designs is increasing.
The products intended for the female audience such
as dildos, are mostly made from silicones, and these
silicones are used by all manufacturers and it is difficult to obtain a novelty in materials. Now it is fashionable to use platinum silicones, which are very good,
but everyone uses them and it‘s nothing exclusive.

M A R T I N

Manufacturers of male masturbators use materials with
several shortcomings, firstly maintenance: Users must
perform maintenance, doing washing and powder
treatments, if they do not want the material to become
extremely sticky; and it is not something that is only „an
uncomfortable feeling of stickiness.“ In a sticky material,
all kinds of dirt remains attached to the product,“ hairs,
dust, mites“ – an endless amount of dirt that will be very
difficult to remove even through washing.
In fact, most manufacturers recommend the use of
powders to remove the stickiness.
Our materials Organic Gel Healthy and iMaterial,
have a great advantage when it comes to hygiene
and comfort. Our materials do
not need any extra maintenance, they are not sticky; this makes them much more hygienic
“ E U R O P E A N M A N U FA C T U 
than existing toys, and they do
not need any kind of dust talc or
RING OFFERS MANY
corn starch or anything like that.
A D VA N TA G E S TO P R O F E S 
These materials do not allow
water to enter the material or
SIONALS IN EUROPE.“
adhere to the surface, preventing the proliferation of fungi,
MANUEL MARTIN
they have antibacterial and
antimicrobial properties.
The industry has changed and is becoming healthier, and our materials are the only ones in
the industry that provide benefits to the user‘s skin, through the use of natural elements beneficial to the skin.
Will you use the new material exclusively for your
own products or can other suppliers also benefit
from your invention?
Manuel Martin: We would like other manufacturers
to have the opportunity to use these Organic Gels to
make their own products.
When you discover something that can improve
quality and is healthier for people, you should share
the knowledge so the industry can advance with this
technology. Any manufacturer and / or brand can
contact us.
We offer two possibilities: 1. Manufacturing to third
parties: We can manufacture any product with our
Organic Gel Technology, male and female, at very
competitive prices and with great advantages.
2. A manufacturer or brand can buy the raw material
directly from us, and manufacture in their own facility, or in the facilities of their manufacturer.
The important thing is to give all manufacturers the
opportunity to have access to our innovation to
improve the industry and its products.
The sky is the
limit: Lingox CEO
Manuel Martin
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The new Lingox gels can
be combined with a multitude of ingredients, for
instance passion flower

One of the new
Lingox materials:
Organic BIO Aloe Gel

How long will the self-lubricating properties of the new
material last? Is there a maximum number of uses?
Manuel Martin: Our durability tests have been great.
We have test products, manufactured and under
examination, and so far, the results prove a very high
duration, with the products continuing to lubricate by
themselves. A product manufactured with our iMaterial
Gel will always remain lubricated during its long life.
Lingox has also presented a masturbator that is
made with organic oil. What is the name of this products and how did you come up with the idea?
Manuel Martin: Our Healthy Organic Material Gel
has been invented to obtain the natural benefits of a
healthy life through the use of essential organic oils
of vegetable origin. These oils of ecological origin
are at the heart of our BIO line.
We have developed a more natural, healthier, and
less chemical material than those used in the industry. With the fragrance that natural elements have, we
get organic gels with a very pleasant and natural aroma, making for a fully sensory user experience, with
natural aromatic essences that balance emotions.
More and more people are interested in a healthier
lifestyle, vegan-friendly trends, and a healthy life.
We add more followers every day and our Healthy
Organic Material Gel goes very well with this modern
and increasingly popular lifestyle.
Lingox had to invent something for this kind of
healthy life and we have achieved it!
What can you tell us about the production process
of the new Lingox products with natural oils, and
how do those improve the products?
Manuel Martin: The Healthy Organic Material Gel
are developed in a very delicate production process
to maintain the benefits of organic oils and all their
properties. We have also had to develop a unique
production process that treats the natural elements
with great care.
The positive effects these materials bring to the
Healthy Organics Gel are manifold because they
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are the only materials on the market that enable us
to produce erotic toys with materials that soften the
skin naturally, among many other benefits.
You use different types of organic oils. Do they have
different properties and could they be used for
different purposes?
Manuel Martin: Effectively, each product has
some properties or other, depending on the organic
essential oil with which they are made, for instance
almond oil, rosehip oil, aloe vera, argan, virgin olive
... a very extensive list, even including very exotic oils
from all corners of the world, such as angelica root,
rosemary, shea, marula, manketti, basil, ylang-ylang,
roses ... an endless list that offers us countless
benefits. They can be stimulants, invigorating, blood
irrigation enhancers, balancers to treat frigidity problems or erectile dysfunction.
These essential organic oils help keep the skin hydrated, contain fatty acids that restore the PH of the skin,
and many of them have anti-inflammatory properties.
Some are antimicrobial and antibacterial, many are
recommended to prevent and fight fungi, antiseptics,
and they have properties such as cell regeneration
boosters. Each of the organic oils has several benefits
to offer for the skin, and even contain vitamins.
This new material can be used for the manufacture
of sex toys and for medical purposes; we are working on this and it is reflected in our patent memory.
Imagine using a sex toy in a fun way and experiencing benefits for your skin and at the same time
– and in many cases even more benefits: antibiotics,
immunostimulants, antiviral, anti-inflammatory,
improving blood and lymphatic circulation, vitamins,
protection against dryness of the skin. The benefits
of using this innovative material are manifold.
Lingox is proudly manufacturing in Europe. Is this
also the case with your new products, and why is
that so important to you?
Manuel Martin: Since our birth as a company, more
than 5 years ago, we have always wanted to be our
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own manufacturers. We have greater and
better control of the process and the quality,
we take care of the raw materials for production, and we only choose the best materials.
In addition, European manufacturing offers
many advantages to professionals in Europe.A shorter delivery time for the products,
less transport costs, we offer all our products
without MOQ, we do not demand minimum
order quantities, we do not press the distributors, forcing them to fulfil objectives; they
can buy what they need, no strings attached.
We always maintain and respect the agreed
prices, without putting the professionals
under the pressure of MOQ.
By not forcing professionals to make large
purchases, we free them from the burden of
having to make room for a ton of products,
and they do not have to make a large financial outlay either, they buy only what they
need and according to their sales.
Being in Europe, the products do not
carry customs costs, this also affects the
costs significantly.
The label Made in EU is highly valued
in relation to its quality - even the Asian
professionals are attracted to products
Made in EU, it is exotic and exclusive for
the market and the Asian consumers.
The respect and faith that customers have
in products Made in Europe is another
great differentiator in the industry. In fact,
the end customers are more and are
more attracted to Made in Europe
products; that may even be the
main aspect on which they base
their decision to buy a product.

“TH E P O S I TI V E E F F E C T S
TH E S E M AT E R I A L S
B R I N G TO TH E H E A LTH Y
ORGANICS GEL ARE
M A N I FO L D , B E C A U S E
TH E Y A R E TH E O N LY
M AT E R I A L S O N TH E
M A R K E T TH AT E N A B L E
U S TO P R O D U C E E R OTI C
TOY S W I TH M AT E R I A L S
TH AT S O F T E N TH E S K I N
N AT U R A L LY, A M O N G M A N Y
OTH E R B E N E F I T S . “
MANUEL MARTIN

In addition to the new masturbators,
did Lingox launch another product
that everyone should know about?
Manuel Martin: It has been 20 years since
the invention of the famous blue pills that have helped
men to increase their sexual vigour. On the occasion
of this anniversary, LINGOX pays homage to the
inventors, presenting VIGOR, a novel Intimate Masculine Massager, designed to improve and enhance
your sexual health. Intended for sale in pharmacies,
parapharmacies, and erotic boutiques, the focus is
more on positioning it as a sexual health product.
The registered design is very functional and reminiscent of the famous blue pills in their shape and
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Vigor is the latest
addition to Lingox‘s
masturbator portfolio

colour, it is also totally discreet, which
makes it perfect for comfortable and
intimate use.
The Organic Gel Healthy Material from
which it is made is of excellent quality and
is a very good moisturiser for the skin. It
is a highly durable product, which can be
used many times without wearing down.
Frequent use of VIGOR can improve your
sexual performance, combating erectile
dysfunction and premature ejaculation in
a more natural way.
Very beneficial for couples, since performing exercises with this device are
pleasant and fun. And whether you are
alone or in the company of the sentimental partner, you can achieve a significant
increase in the duration of your sexual
experiences.
VIGOR is extremely soft and silky, it is
made from Organic Natural Gel, an innovative and exclusive material created by
our company, pending international patent
and manufactured 100 % in Europe.

What is the mission statement of Lingox
regarding these new materials and
products, and what sales or distribution
channels will you use?
Manuel Martin: Our goal is to offer
distributors, manufacturers, and brands
top-notch manufacturing with our innovative Organic Materials Technology.
Any brand, manufacturer or distributor can manufacture with us and with
our materials to benefit from the
advantage of producing healthier
and more innovative products
under your own brand.
At this moment, we are in talks with
companies that are trying to obtain exclusive rights to these inventions in their countries
or areas of action, to launch their own products
manufactured with our new Organic Gels, in Healthy
Organic Material and iMaterial.
We are looking forward to hearing from more
manufacturers, brands, and distributors who want
to manufacture or distribute products manufactured
from our new Organic Gels, with Healthy Organic
Material and iMaterial.You can contact me directly
(manuelmartin@lingoxfactory.com),
I will be happy to assist you personally.
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We want to be more than just a place to buy sex toys
exclusive

A u s tr a l i a ‘ s Ch erry B a na na sp la sh es sex to y lo vers with a f resh a p p ro a ch to e-tailin g

We‘ve stumbled upon a new face in the Australian sex toy market, and by the sound of the company name, they might also
make some really fantastic fruit smoothies. Matt Smith, the guy behind sexy-sweet Cherry Banana, has been wheeling
and dealing his talents since the tender age of 8. His latest venture is bringing sex toys to a continent that‘s still in the early
stages of becoming a sex toy mecca, but by the looks of Smith‘s progress, he‘ll have the world singing the praises of Aussie
sex-pertise in no time. Smith just launched Cherry Dolls, a sister business that pitches today‘s popular love dolls to a more
youthful market, and this serial entrepreneur can‘t take his mind off his next move. EAN had the pleasure of catching up
with Smith to get the scoop on his lighting-quick biz strategies, how he uses personal growth to further his success, and
why he should never, ever forget to charge his phone in China.

„

Running a sex toy biz takes some serious
skill in today‘s crowded market. How did you
earn those mad skills to pay the bills?
Matt Smith: Since a young age, I was always
involved in work in some way, shape, or form.
Whether that was helping mum in the garden
for a few dollars an hour at age 8, starting
a local pizza delivery business when I was
10 with a friend, to customer service roles
throughout school, including McDonalds and
Woolworths. During high school and college
I started a DVD selling business on eBay,
making more than enough to support me while
I studied. I loved earning money and it felt
good to provide a service and be rewarded
for it. All these little skills gained in my younger
days all compounded so I can fully implement
what I know into Cherry Banana. I am learning
new things every day and will always continue
to improve. Learning and growth is key in
anything in life.
When did you make the leap from college side
hustler to sex toy slinger?
Matt: I first started in the adult industry at 18,
by applying for a position at the local adult
store for a junior position. It was advertised
in the newspaper and they were seeking a
younger person to help run the daily errands
of the shop. I started full time, 9-5, 5 days a
week. I was always drawn to this industry and
the products, it just seemed to resonate with
me and seemed fun and intriguing. I loved
Matt Smith, founder and CEO of
Cherry Banana and Cherry Dolls
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working there, and it taught me many skills
that I have used to my benefit today. I already
had previous experience in retail and customer
service, but this was different. I learned how
to interact with customers on sensitive topics,
how to display merchandise correctly, how to
order new stock and manage inventory, just
to name a few. The shop was very poorly ran
so I was able to learn what to do and more
importantly, what can be done better. They
didn‘t even have a computer system or stock
management! Safe to say the business went
bust and was sold off to another owner, who
seems to be doing quite well with it. That shop
had so much potential if it was run correctly
by upper management, and I couldn‘t stop
thinking how I could do it better. It just seemed
to be my calling.
What was most memorable about your first few
years in the industry?
Matt: When I first started at the adult shop,
I worked there for 3 years. There were many
memorable moments, but what I like best is
how it turned me into a confident person that
was able to make people feel comfortable
discussing such sensitive products. It helped
me to come out of my shell and put myself out
there more. That, and the story a woman told
me how she walks around with a butternut
pumpkin up her butt.
When I first launched Cherry Banana, there
were so many memorable moments, and
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always are! It‘s very rewarding seeing your project
and business come to life, gaining more customers
and improving more sex lives. I think of it like a
puzzle, you need to grow as a person to help put
the puzzle together the right way. One of the most
memorable was when we launched Cherry Dolls, our
own customized sex dolls, I couldn‘t stop smiling
seeing the first few orders come in of those!
What’s the mission behind Cherry Banana? What
makes you unique, and how do you position yourself in
the market?
Matt: We aim to be a fun and friendly place online
where people of all walks of life can enhance their sex
life and try new kinks. We want to be more than just a
place to buy sex toys. We want to teach. We want to
inform. We want to give them a variety of information
and knowledge that they can use not only to buy the
best products, but to implement in their sex life. We
do this by creating buyers guides, in-depth customer
reviews, detailed product descriptions and my favourite
is the Cherry Banana blog, where they can learn about
all aspects of sex and how to improve it. They can also
reach out to customer service to discuss anything at all.
We want to provide them with the best quality toys that
can improve their sex life. We are definitely tailoring the
experience to a younger market, and this is apparent
in our website design, language, colour schemes and
marketing. This just made sense to me as I am 31, so I
can connect with that audience the best from my own
experience. We are open to all ages and markets and
do have quite a broad mix of customers, but our target
market is under 35.
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Who are some of your industry mentors, and how did
they help you pave such a powerful career path so
early into your adult business venture?
Matt: Most of my industry mentors are my mentors
without them even knowing it. There are so many
players to admire in this field, many building their
own empire from scratch. These are people like Nick
Orlandino, Susan Colvin and the Lovehoney guys
Richard and Neal. I also love what Tom Nardone has
done. It just reinforces that if you want something bad
enough, have great vision and work ethic anything is
possible.
Now for the juicy stuff! Everyone‘s got a story (or
five!) from a trade show or event that‘s worth rehashing over drinks. What‘s yours?
Matt: This is humorous looking back now, but my
girlfriend certainly didn‘t find it funny at the time.
It was our first time visiting Shanghai Adult Expo
and we went out afterwards with a few guys from
the industry for some drinks and got pretty drunk.
One just finished telling the story of how he was
kidnapped in Shanghai and held ransom for a few
hours recently, as well as a couple of others from
the industry too at separate times. It happened in
the street our bar was on. I have an iPhone, so of
course my phone died, so I was left without phone
contact. We were all leaving the bar to the next place, and I was told my girlfriend just left in the taxi before me with a group of us. So, I jumped in another
taxi to the next place with a few others. My friend
Brent from Aneros was in the taxi then got a call
from my frantic girlfriend, saying she was in the toilet
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at the previous bar when we left, and is now
stranded out the front in the street all alone, at
2am. Hearing this I jumped out of the cab and
ran as fast as I could to her, but got lost along
the way. I was too drunk to remember the
route we took. So, I lost the taxi we were in,
and also couldn‘t contact my girlfriend as my
phone was dead. I hailed down a bike cab and
tried to go to the bar but he took me to the
wrong one with the same name on the other
side of Shanghai, so after an hour or two I had
no choice but to go back to the hotel alone. I
found out later Brent and my other friends in
the cab met up with Elissa half an hour later
in the street. So after I charged my phone I
called her and she was in the cab back home
to the hotel but the driver couldn‘t understand
her and took her the wrong way throughout
Shanghai. After hours and plenty of crying,
she finally met back with me at the hotel. It
was a terrible experience but I am just glad we
came out okay and didn‘t get mugged! We
laugh about it now – kinda.
What’s changed in the pleasure industry since
you started out, and where do you think we‘re
headed?
Matt: I‘ve noticed a huge change in product
quality and packaging since my early days 13
years ago in the industry. Things seem to be
cleaner, without much ‚sexy‘ imagery like there
used to be. Things are getting very tech based,
with new innovations all the time. I think since
sex and sex toys are becoming less taboo,
there is more demand than ever for them, and
most people want quality items, with good

design and professional packaging – removing
the ‚smut‘ and stigma behind it.
I think tech is just going to get better and more
advanced, with virtual reality and robotics two
areas that have a lot of potential. Sex dolls are
getting super realistic too so that‘s another area
to watch. So many interesting things happening
and it‘s such a fun time to be in the industry.
What exciting stuff is coming up for you next?
Matt: There are so much exciting things
happening for me in my personal life and business. Cherry Banana is growing amazingly,
so that takes up a lot of my time. It is on my
mind 24/7 and I am always looking at ways
to improve. We are really wanting to grow our
Cherry Dolls range as well as launching our
own Cherry Banana branded sex toys and
adult items. We have just launched our first
2 Cherry Banana vibrators so that‘s pretty
exciting! We‘ll also be moving into a better
distribution centre soon where we can handle
more inventory as well as stocking all of our
own branded items. We are redeveloping the
website and customer experience, improving
customer service roles, mastering the art of
email and just improving on all the moving
pieces that‘s needed to run the business.
Next year we are planning on visiting all the
major shows throughout the world, and will
spend a bit of time exploring for our personal
pleasure too. We were in Beijing this year
before the Shanghai show and we absolutely loved it, so we are looking forward to
exploring more of the city and eating all the
amazing food.

Matt Smith worked in a bricks & mortar store
for three years, where he gained important experiences helping him with his business today
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We feel proud and happy that we are able to produce
beautiful, high-quality products at a good price
exclusive

S u s a n n a L e e o n th e la test develo p ments a t ML C rea tio n

„

The year 2018 is coming to an end. When
you look back at the past twelve months, what
have been the most important steps for ML
Creation this year?
Susanna Lee: Summarising the past year, we
have devoted a lot of energy and expenditure
to the quality of our products, as well as their
exquisite and unique appearance. We choose
the best motors, batteries, and PCB boards
regardless of cost to ensure the functional quality
of our products.

Design, functionality, and above all, beauty. These aspects
have always been at the core
of the ML Creation product
range. This year, the HongKong-based company has
added several new products
to said range, and on top of
that, they have also given the
packaging design of the whole
collection a major overhaul.
No longer do the vibrators,
cock rings, and other sex
toys come in the usual carton
boxes; instead, Suzanna Lee
has opted for high-quality
hard plastic packaging. In our
interview, the designer tells
us about the new products,
the new boxes, and about the
creative process that birthed
them both.

One goal of ML Creation is to make toys that are
not only functional, but also aesthetically pleasing.
It can’t be easy to continuously create beautiful
and unique sex toys for your customers? Could
you tell us more about your design process?
Susanna: To tell the truth, it has always been
my goal to create sex toys that are high quality,
beautiful, and have a unique style without being
too expensive.
I hope everyone will at least have one sex toy as
I believe people can have a better experience and thus more love for their partners - through
sex toys. In my opinion, sex is the key to help
men awaken their love. Through sex, men will
open their hearts, and they will have the chance
to give and receive more love, so in the end, men
will not only value the sex.
For women, love is the basis of sex, women have
sex for love. Once women feel love, they will begin to consciously discover their sexual desires.
Thanks to the strong sexual desire of a woman,
men will have even more love for the woman. The
more they are relaxed during sex, the more they
can show their true self and they will be more
intimate in their daily life.
So when I design a sex toy, I never think: This is
for men or that is for women. The important point
is the interaction between two partners and the
deeper stimulation of sexual love. For example,
I have a lipstick bullet and most people think

Susanna Lee,
Founder and
nd CEO of
on, during
ML Creation,
eroFame 2018
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it’s only for stimulation of the clitoris, but when I
designed it, I was also seeing women using it on
the head of man‘s penis for example. That’s why
I named it “Love Bullet”. Another example: I have
a strong male vibrating masturbator and people
think that only man can use it, but why shouldn‘t
a woman put it on man and they play with it
together? Of course, a single man or woman can
also use my sex toys by themselves.
We all need love and sex. Sex toys are very
important in a couples’ sexual life, it doesn‘t just
keep the relationship fresh, it also will let partners
know more about what they need and what they
like best.
So once people accept sex toys, of course they
want to buy the one that matches their unique
style and extraordinariness, the one that inspires
their sexual desire. That’s why it’s so important
for me to create unique and beautiful sex toys for
people.
Which items are in your current collection? Is
there a toy you are especially fond of yourself,
and why do you like this toy?
Susanna: ML Creation offer 17 different products
right now, and all have been designed by myself.
I like them all as each one has their own style and
strong features. If I had to pick a favourite, I would
say it‘s the product with the name “Double”. It
stimulates a woman‘s vagina and clitoris at same
time, and if turned, it over also fits the woman‘s
vagina and anus. And it also fits the male scrotum, too. It has two strong motors, eight modes
and each mode has four different vibration
intensities. You can choose the mode you like,
then choose the vibration intensity: weak, middle,
strong, or stronger. The two buttons are very
easy to operate, too. Customer feedback has
been very good for this product.
You recently introduced new packaging for
ML Creation toys, which stands out due to the
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design and material. Why did you choose to create this
new packaging design, in spite of the costs and work
involved in such a step?
Susanna: Yes, I really like our new packaging and we
really worked hard to get it just right. It’s fully transparent
high-quality hard plastic packaging. The carving on the
backside of the packaging is exquisite. But with this
kind of packaging, we needed to make a mould for
each product and the production process is difficult.
But we still managed to make it!
And we did not increase the price of our products
even though we made this beautiful and expensive
packaging.There are four reasons why we made this
packaging: Firstly, because we have strict quality requirements for every product, and we wanted to put every
one of our products in a transparent packaging so that
consumers can see the design and exquisite appearance of the product at first glance. This way, they can be
more confident about the quality of our products.
Secondly, compared to the cardboard boxes that
have been on the market for a long time, the volume
and weight of these new boxes is also much smaller –
besides being exquisite – which saves both freight and
storage space for our customers.
Thirdly, placing these boxes in stores adds something
special and exquisite for retailers, and we believe this
kind of packaging will help with sales.
Finally, we feel proud and happy that we are able to
produce beautiful, high-quality products at a good price.
Do you see any trends at the moment that could shape
the future of the erotic market?
Susanna: Erotic products bring more positive changes
to sexual love. I think more and more people are feeling
this now.
Therefore, I believe that sex toys will become more and
more popular, and with more and more people buying
sex toys, people will develop a better understanding of
the functional quality, aesthetics, types, and prices of
sex toys. So, my view on the future development of the
sex toy market is that the prices of products must be
based on the excellence of product quality and design.
A kind of benign industry culture will be formed, and
the market will benefit from positive competition and a
healthy development.
What can you tell us about your plans for the future of
ML Creation? Are there any new products we can look
forward to?
Susanna: The plans for the future of ML Creation are all
based on our original intention: to develop high-quality
sex toys with a price advantage.
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What’s better than one great team? TWO great teams!
exclusive

We -Vi be a n d Wo ma niz er‘ s E uro p ea n sa les tea m is ch a rting th eir co urse f o r a new year

WOW Tech Group, the new corporate home of both the We-Vibe and Womanizer brands, is bringing together sex tech‘s best
and brightest from all over the world. As two of the most sought-after brands in the sexual wellness space, pleasure seekers
couldn‘t have imagined a more heavenly sex toy duo – one that performs A-plus oral, and another that helps couples climax
together. Each company‘s formerly respective European teams have now joined forces to continue conquering the market with
an exciting outlook on WOW Tech‘s future.
It‘s no secret that the pleasure industry has a knack for turning co-workers into some of the most cherished friends we‘ll ever
know, and when your bestie is behind your career, incredible things start happening. Ask anyone at WOW Tech and they‘ll tell
you – success lies not just in your skills, but in the bond you create together with your team. In celebration of We-Vibe and
Womanizer‘s exciting future, the entire European team convened to tell EAN Magazine about the glue that binds these close
colleagues, and how you‘ll scarcely turn a retailer corner in 2019 without seeing this newly famous sex toy duo.

„

How did you get into the sex toy industry,
and once there, how did you make your way to
We-Vibe/Womanizer?
Ellen ten Brink (Team Lead EMEA Adult, Europe and Russia): I was asked by a London recruiter, based on my experience in the cosmetics
field, to work for We-Vibe. I‘ve been onboard for
over years now and loving every minute of it!
Seron van Rijn-Brouwer (Territory Manager,
Benelux, Germany and Austria): I worked for
seven years at the Dutch retail and online shop
Christine le Duc, a sister company of Beate Uhse.
Here, among other things, I was responsible for
retail marketing. When I left for another job, after
7 years, I was contacted shortly thereafter for a
position as account manager for We-Vibe. This is
now more than 3 1/2 years ago.
What are you most excited about for the future
of your career since the We-Vibe and Womanizer
brands joined forces?
Anthony von Plettenberg (Online Key Account
Manager): Womanizer and We-Vibe represent
two of the best known brands in the industry, having launched the two most innovative technologies in the last 10 years. To combine these forces
means to combine extensive knowledge and
experience. Both the retailer and the customer
will benefit greatly.
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What are some of your favorite places to travel around
Europe while on the road for business?
Anthony von Plettenberg: Having grown up in the UK
but now being based in Berlin, means the UK remains
a favourite place to visit. Besides, I like to do train rides
across Switzerland visiting different customers. That
allows me to see some beautiful sites as I pass through
the Alps.

Anthony von Plettenberg,
Online Key Account
Manager

Seron van Rijn-Brouwer: A lot of my trips I do by car,
especially through Germany. The moment you finally
leave the highway and cross the small, beautiful villages,
I always find vit ery nice. One of my favorite cities I have
visited for business is certainly Copenhagen. I love the
atmosphere and there is so much to see, like Nyhavn
or Tivoli Park. Also Berlin, the city where our European
head offices is located, is very beautiful! It has a lot of
historical scenery. But to be honest, often I don‘t have
the time to do a lot of sightseeing.

Ellen ten Brink, Team
Lead EMEA Adult,
Europe and Russia

Tell us about a time when your teamwork saved the day,
whether at a trade show, event, or with a client.
Karen Nazaretyan (Territory Manager, Eastern
Europe): To be honest: every day! One of the reasons
why I work for WOW Tech is the great team spirit and
the helpfulness of my colleagues. That‘s how you solve
every challenge!

Karen Nazaretyan,
Territory Manager
Eastern Europe

Laura von der Brelie,
Territory Manager
Nordics and UK

Seron van Rijn-Brouwer,
Territory Manager Benelux,
Germany and Austria
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This interview is contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Ellen ten Brink: eroFame is a good example of how
important teamwork is. It is fun, but also stressful. Many
meetings planned, clients passing by asking for a minute of your time, presentations and events in the mean
time. Trying to get everything to a good result and have
the best outcome a good team is necessary.
How has your work life evolved since all the exciting
changes happened at We-Vibe/Womanizer?
Laura von der Brelie (Territory Manager, Nordics and
UK): What’s better than one great team? TWO great
teams! We are one big team now and the joint forces
bring new opportunities, exciting ideas and a lot of fun
into our daily work life.
Anthony von Plettenberg: It was the perfect marriage both brands compliment each other ideally! Any strategies which led to more successful brand representation
and sales, will be implemented on both brands. It was
great hearing all this positive feedback and the exciting
for the future, from those in the industry!
Seron van Rijn-Brouwer: What has changed for me
personally is that before when I worked for We-Vibe
only, I used to work from my home office, since our
global headquarters was situated in Ottawa, Canada.
But due to the merger, there is now also a European
office. Here we meet monthly with our team so that we
can work together more closely with all our colleagues.
There is so much knowledge within our team, and so
much to learn from each other!
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What do European consumers particularly love about
these two families of products?
Laura von der Brelie: Both brands provide amazing
and revolutionary products which simply enhance your
sex life. It doesn‘t matter whether you use it for self
pleasure or with your partner. Womanizer and We-Vibe
perfectly complement each other and they are the best
in their categories. Consumers love that the products
are of high quality and reliable.
Karen Nazaretyan: I am happy that our customers
simply have fun with We-Vibe and Womanizer toys and
want to have some variety in their sexual lives.
What‘s next for the European team in 2019?
Ellen ten Brink: With the new and larger European
team we will be able to build more and stronger relationships with our customers and increase our service
level. Also a variety of new and exiting products will be
introduced in the coming year so we have lots to look
forward to!
Seron van Rijn-Brouwer: Obviously, a lot has changed
because of the merger. Areas have been redistributed
and the field team has extended. This allows us to give
the high class service to our European partners much
more optimally. We will also be launching a lot of new
products next year for which we, as a team, will once
again give maximum in-store and online support to our
partners.
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The Shark and Chickie designs

were so cute and fit our style perfectly

Thanks to air inflation technology,
the size of Shark can be changed to
match the user’s preferences

exclusive

Cu te n e s s a n d lux ury: E mo jiba to r

„

When Emojibator began
launching emoji-inspired
sex toys, it represented an
unusual mix of cute and sexy.
But success has proven the
team right, and now, they are
expanding beyond the fruit/
vegetable mould with their
latest products, Shark and
Chickie, combining playful
design and sophisticated
technology. Joe Vela, CEO of
Emojibator, shines a spotlight
on the two new products in
our EAN interview.

A shark and a chicken have been the inspiration for the latest Emojibators. Why did you
choose those animals?
Joe Vela: We wanted to expand beyond our
fruit/vegetable emoji product line as well as design products with innovative new features, like
suction and inflation technologies. We worked
with a ton of different emoji concepts, but the
Shark and Chickie designs were so cute and fit
our style perfectly.
You‘ve labelled both new additions to your
collection as luxury toys and they are also a
bit more pricey than your previous vibrators.
Are you aiming at another audience with these
new toys?
Joe Vela: Yes and no. We think that our
existing customers who are ready to purchase
a USB powered toy with more functions will
love these cute vibes too! We also hope these
will get Emojibator into the bedside drawers
of some of the more serious sex toy connoisseurs as well as high-end stores that may have
not considered our fruit emoji product line.
Let‘s talk a bit more about the inner values
of Shark and Chickie since both offer more
functions than just normal vibration. What
makes them stand out in this regard?
Joe Vela: Both of these toys use air
pump technology as well as 8-frequency
vibration. The Shark Emojibator has dual
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For a promotional stunt, Joe Vela took to the streets in a banana
costume and asked passers-by questions about their sex life
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vibrators on each fin and an air inflation stimulator
and the Chickie Emojibator is a clitoral and external
vibrator with suction technology. I have yet to see a
suction toy as powerful as the Chickie!

“I WA N T P E O P L E TO
B E C H A R M E D BY TH E
C U T E N E S S O F O U R TOY S ,

Your products are of course fully functional sex toys
despite their cute and funny look. How do you keep a
balance between the cuteness and the functionality?
Aren‘t you afraid that the consumer will see them as
just a gimmick?
Joe Vela: I actually hope that these toys are looked
at as novelty because that’s exactly what they are:
new or unusual in an interesting way. I want people
to be charmed by the cuteness of our toys, but at the
end of the day, our customers are telling their friends
about a high-quality vibrator that they enjoy.

B U T AT TH E E N D O F TH E
D AY, O U R C U S TO M E R S
A R E T E L L I N G TH E I R
FRIENDS ABOUT A HIGH
Q U A L I T Y V I B R ATO R TH AT
TH E Y E N J OY. “

In order to promote the Emojibator brand, you did
an interesting stunt last summer, called “Sex with
Strangers”. What did you do and how did you come
up with the idea?
Joe Vela: Sex With Strangers was our NYC candid
interview show. We set out to further our mission of
destigmatising masturbation by talking to unsuspecting people in the streets of Brooklyn and did it in our
very own way. We touched upon sex toys, masturbation habits, „booty calls,” and how emojis are used in
people’s sex lives. I wore a banana suit for the entire
show! Watch: youtu.be/9MpPurQDjzw

JOE VELA

Where can retailers buy your products in Europe?
Are you working together with distributors?
Joe Vela: We’ve yet to roll out to European retailers
and are distributing independently, but our door is
open for sales.
Which emoji is next on your list?
Joe Vela: We happen to know about an
upcoming launch of brand new emojis.
It’s a secret and you’ll have to stay
tuned in to find out!

The market for sex toys and erotic products is getting more crowded by the day. What does it take
today to stand out and get noticed?
Joe Vela: As with any business, determination, passion, and adaptability will set you
apart. I’d love for any aspiring entrepreneur to know that if you believe in
what you’re creating, no one can
stop you.
When will Shark and Chickie be
available in Europe and how much
will they cost?
Joe Vela: The Shark and Chickie began shipping from our
warehouse on Dec 4. We invite
all of our European partners to
place wholesale orders now
so that your readers can easily
get Emojibators in their hands.
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Underneath the cute e
exterior
xterior
of Chickie lies a strong air
suction vibrator
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Natacha Loire,
Sales Manager
of Diogol

I think we have the widest range of butt plugs
exclusive

L u x u r i ö s e B utt Plugs vo n Dio go l
Crises can often be opportunities in disguise – for instance, the opportunity to start anew
or change course. Case in point: When the crisis of 2007 hit, French company Diogol
decided to turn towards a new product category. Today, the brand stands for luxurious
butt plugs with decorative Swarowski crystal elements. Natacha Loire, the Sales Manager
of Diogol, tells us about the quality, the materials, and the philosophy that characterise
the brand and its products.

„

Since when has Diogol been active in the
market?
Natacha Loire: Our company exists since
2008. Pierre Pereira is the founder and
designer.
I am Natacha Loire, I am the sales manager.
What prompted you to join the market for
luxurious butt plugs?
Natacha: We come from the aeronautics industry and the crisis in 2007 was an
opportunity for us to launch our butt plug with
stones that have been created since 1990.
Specialized in mass production, we established
contact with Swarovski to make a pretty product
that didn’t exist on the market before. Swarovski
is a luxury brand with an international reputation.
How would you describe your corporate
philosophy?
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Natacha: Our philosophy is based on the
quality of our products. Our butt plugs are
made with the same rigor as our aircraft
parts.
Can you give us an overview of your product
portfolio?
Natacha: Our range is very extensive, we
offer several sizes, colours, forms, crystals …
Everyone can find happiness in our products.
I think we have the widest range of butt plugs
out there.
What materials are used in your products and
why exactly do you use those materials?
Natacha: We use aluminium and stainless
steel, the likes of which are also used in
food environments. These metals don’t
contain lead, nickel or chromium. It’s a
quality assurance for our customers.
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Luxury is good, affordable luxury is even better –
what price category do your products fall into?
Natacha: We use a high-quality material, with
sparkling crystal stones from Swarovski. I think
we fall into the high price category of butt plugs.

“TH E C RY S TA L S A N D
C O ATI N G TH AT W E U S E
MAKE OUR PRODUCTS

Critics might ask, why must a butt plug be
decorated with Swarovski stones or made from
gold-plated aluminum. What would be your
answer?
Natacha: The crystals and coating that we use
make our products look like jewellery.
Selling products for anal sex has become much
easier in recent years. Did you benefit from this
development and which role did your plugs play in
this development?
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LO O K L I K E J E W E L L E RY. “
N ATA C H A LO I R E

Natacha: We are aware that anal
sex can be painful … that‘s why we
make several sizes for beginners
and advanced players.
Which sales channels do you use to
sell your products?
Natacha: We sell exclusively to
wholesalers because we are industrialists first and foremost.
That means that retailers can find
our products at our wholesalers.

What are your plans for 2019?
Natacha: In 2019, we would like to keep on promoting Diogol around the world, especially in North
America.
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Exotica has grown slowly

but healthily in these three years
exclusive

E l e k L i br i n gs us up to da te o n th e la test a ctivities o f Ta iwa nese p ro ducer E x ot ica

Since the company was founded four years ago, Taiwanese start-up Exotica has been on
an unbroken upward trajectory. Thoughtful additions to the product range and periodic
workshops about sexuality have made the company a rising star in their home market.
Recently, Exotica presented their latest product, “Wetty” – a capsule that directs lube
straight to where it is needed. In our interview with Elek Li, the founder of the company,
we learn more about “Wetty”, about Exotica, and about the company’s plans to make a
name for itself in the international marketplace as well.

„

Elek Li, founder of Exotica, and Xu Zhi Rui,
who designed the packaging for Wetty

Elek, when we first spoke in 2015, Exotica
had just released its first collection of erotic
products. How has the company developed
since then?
Elek Li: Firstly, we are thankful to EAN for covering us back then. Your coverage has been a
source of credit for us ever since.
Exotica has grown slowly but healthily during
these three years. We announce one to two
new products a year, meanwhile dedicating
even more time to building rapport with our
customers. Beside dildos, now we have
water-based lube (Mushy), male masturbators
(Firebreaker / Paramerotic), and a douche-kit
(Neate) in our collection, to name the major
ones.
We started Hedgehog in My Tent workshops in
Q2, 2017. There were three workshops regarding how to treat a penis orally, how to properly
arouse women with your hands, and how to do
anal sex with a male. We hold one to three sessions a month on each of these three topics,
with 20 people max in each session.
Could you tell us a bit about the philosophy
behind the company?
Elek: Each product we ship represents a
thoughtful way to have sex, and our customers can improve their sexual experience
through our knowledge. Building rapport with
customers around sex, our goal is to make our
customer’s sex life better and help them build
rapport with others via sex better.
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Exotica has recently released a new product
called Wetty. What kind of product are we
talking about and how does it work?
Elek: Wetty is silicone-based lube packed in
a capsule. Put on some water and put it into
the place you’d like to get lubed. Wait for 10
minutes and your inside is ready to have sex.
With approximately 1000 mg of silicone-based lube in each capsule, one Wetty is more
than enough for normal sex since silicone-based lube does not dry off.
The central concept here is that proper
lubrication comprises three parts: the
inside (where the action really happens), the
opening (for example the anus in anal sex)
and the object being inserted. The latter two
have been given enough care, but the inside
has not really been given attention, at least in
Taiwan and most parts of Asia. With Wetty,
you just put it where you need it and go on to
foreplay, and your inner lubrication is done by
the time the partners are fully aroused.
Which audience are you targeting with
Wetty?
Elek: Everyone who finds thrusting a bit
rough, who would like to further improve the
thrusting experience.
You are working together with InnoveMed Bio
Tech for this product. How did this cooperation come to pass, and which company takes
which role in it?
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Elek: InnoveMed Bio Tech has been dedicated to
researching lubricants for years, the quality and
the variety of their products are impressive. We’ve
cooperated on other projects before and this time,
we bring Wetty to you together.
The silicone-based lubricant is from InnoveMed,
and Exotica is responsible for the packaging and
marketing.
The artwork and the packaging play a huge role for
Exotica. Why is that and how would you describe
the style you‘ve picked for Wetty?
Elek: Because we like beautiful things and we
believe our customers do, too. The artwork is by
(Xie Gang Bao) and the package designed is by
(Xu Zhi Rui), both young and talented artists.
We choose a pteridophyta-themed environment to
represent the mushy and adventurous atmosphere
from which Wetty is born, but also because Taiwan
is rich with pteridophyte.
The packaging can be divided into two parts. Mr.
Xu thoughtfully made the cut-down part to be a
standalone portable that holds two capsules of
Wetty.
Besides Wetty, which other products are your
current bestsellers, and are there other products
about to be released soon?
Elek: Neate douche-kit is the current bestseller. It
is a tube mount for shower pipes that ships with
a connector to mount on the Mushy water-based
lubricant for lubricating your inner parts easily. The
tube and the connector are fixed on a plate printed
with instructions from which you can learn the best
practices of anal cleansing in Chinese, Japanese,
and English.
Can your products be bought in Europe? Are you
working with wholesalers here or are planning to
do so in the future?
Elek: Unfortunately, European customers have to
buy from us directly for now. We‘re looking forward
to working with wholesalers in Europe who are
interested in brands that can bring elements of
indigenous Taiwan to European customers.
How much is Taiwan – and especially the erotic
market in Taiwan – affected by the current political
climate and looming trade wars?
Elek: In my humble opinion, Taiwan would side
with the US in a trade war, high or low tech. While
more OEM orders would come back to Taiwan in
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“E A C H P R O D U C T W E
SHIP REPRESENTS
A TH O U G H T F U L WAY
TO H AV E S E X , A N D
O U R C U S TO M E R S C A N
I M P R O V E TH E I R S E X U A L
E X P E R I E N C E TH R O U G H
OUR KNOWLEDGE.“
ELEK LI

the following years, the islands of Taiwan are ready
to introduce more brands, i.e. lifestyle options, to
the world.
Taiwan is not corrupted by the Shanzhai (counterfeit consumer goods) culture that is a serious
problem in China. We respect intellectual works
and rights here in Taiwan, with ever-improving laws
to back up companies. The differences between
Taiwan and China become even more apparent
when considering personal privacy. These would
be Taiwan’s comparative advantages in the trade
war as well.
What will be the next steps for Exotica?
Elek: We will ship a small-sized dildo in Q1, and a
bigger one in Q3 of 2019. Both dildos will launch
under the label of Indigenously Taiwan. They are
modelled from real people but are part of the personality of fictional characters. The two characters,
A-Pao (means “firecracker” in Taiwanese) and
Hans, will have erotic voices recorded in ASMR
fashion. More ideas will be developed around indigenous Taiwan characters.
In the meantime, we are focusing our efforts on
our new projects: a product that is dedicated
to arousing external erogenous zones. It will go
unplugged.
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XR Brands Road Warrior Josh Ortiz brings kinky

goodies and inclusive sex education to retailers
exclusive

This article is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent

R o a d w a r r i o r & sex educa to r

If you‘ve seen one retailer product training, you‘ve seen ‚em all, right? Not if your on-hand educator is XR Brands‘ Josh
Ortiz. This passionate plane-hopper and sex toy mover-and-shaker isn‘t just out to sell another rubber dong (though
you‘ll probably get in line to buy one from XR after his presentation). Ortiz preaches the gospel of inclusivity, one
retailer at a time, with toy trainings that focus on interactive sex education. Since coming out as a transgender
male, Ortiz‘s colleagues have recognized his ability to connect with the LGBTQ+ community and other sensitive
niche markets that have previously been marginalized for not fitting into society‘s tiny sexual box. Ortiz admits
it was a nerve-wracking moment to come out to his peers, and it‘s this exact experience (which, according to
Ortiz, was overwhelmingly positive) that makes him such an intuitive sex educator. Ortiz spends up to 80 % of
each month on the road visiting retailers, and if you‘re looking to make his acquaintance, you probably won‘t
catch him at the late-night trade show after-party. With his 2019 travel schedule already booking up, it‘s more
likely that you‘ll run into this work-a-holic jet-setter at the airport. EAN sat down with Ortiz to get the inside story on
his leap from Eldorado sales whiz to XR Brands‘ number-one road warrior.

„

You‘re such a natural at teaching sex
education. Did you have a background as
an educator or a sexpert before joining the
pleasure industry?
Josh Ortiz: It was a pretty anti-climactic
start, actually! The majority of my time,
before dildos, was spent in corporate sales
management. Lots of spreadsheets and soul
sucking going on.
How did you cut the corporate life loose and
jump into sex toy sales?
Josh: A corporate level promotion with a
super large cable conglomerate brought me
to Denver. I hated it! After a few months, I
found an opportunity in the warehouse of Eldorado Trading Company, one of the largest
distributors of adult products in the industry. I
set a 6 month goal to be in a sales position, and made the move from warehouse
employee to Sales Manager in 4.5 months
flat. I began studying sex, the acts, and the
psychology behind the acts, in great detail –
and becoming a Sex Educator just kind of …
happened … from there.
What made this new industry career leap so
special for you?
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wanted to be the best and the fastest. I was also in a
LOT better shape doing that job! Sales Manager for
an adult toy distributor was an amazing experience.
I got to work a lot closer with retail stores and manufacturers, learning what was trending in the world of
pleasure products, and how new innovations were
constantly happening. During that time is when I
put my non-stop studying to use and became a Sex
Educator. Life brought us closer to family in Florida –
where it wasn’t cold 70 % of the year – where I spent
a year as a Publicist. That was a blast. I represented
a variety of people and brands, from top performers,
to a leading lubricant and prostate line. I loved being
able to help my clients shine, while being able to still
use some sex ed knowledge on a daily basis. There
was always that nagging feeling of missing the PEOPLE. That’s where XR Brands comes in. As their
Road Warrior/Sex Educator/Sales Rep, I am able to
fulfill all aspects of the things I love in the industry. I
get to visit these amazing people in their stores, their
cities, teach them about more than just products –
but the ‘why’ behind them, and make connection
after connection, one training at a time.
Who are some of your industry mentors, and how
did they help you pave such a powerful career path?
Josh: The first person to believe in me in this industry – my first mentor – was the late Larry Garland.
He saw a story within me that deserved being told,
and a passion for teaching people how to access
pleasure in ways that affirmed them. When we lost
him, we lost a true pioneer. I’m not sure anyone will
ever be able to fill his shoes in my heart – but the
collection of people that have stepped up in his absence are doing a phenomenal job. I have an endless support network of amazing people, however,
Cheri Curry-Poe is the one who gets the deep and
dark stuff, too. She is who I call when facing a hard
or exciting business decision, and she helps me see
things in different and enlightening ways.

use and enjoy in ways that affirm them. I love the
willingness to listen to input and design ideas/critique and the focus on the actual person using the
product, not just making the next fancy thing.
Alright, now for my favorite question! Spill one of
your juiciest stories from life on the road.
Josh: One of the more recent ones, that doesn‘t
implicate anyone else in debauchery, happened at
AVN. I was working the booth of a popular ride-ontop vibrator, and we had a demo unit intended for
people to get on (clothed, of course) and feel the
vibration power. Apparently someone didn’t physically get off of the machine until they … got off on it.
AVN security was pretty ticked off, and I had to get
into a debate about not being ‘clitoris police’ having
the ability to sense when someone is about to do
a thing all over my machine. It was an interesting
show, for sure. They circled our booth like vultures
waiting for someone to sit on the thing.

“ TH E B I G G E S T C H A N G E
HE
I ’ V E S E E N I N TH
P L E A S U R E I N D U S T RY I S A
D R I V E TO B E I N C L U S I V E . “
JOSH ORTIZ

What’s life like over at one of the industry’s biggest
manufacturers, and how have you shined a unique
light on production and design as a member of the
LGBTQ community?
Josh: It’s pretty damn great! Being a person of
trans experience, I am very much mentally invested
in the design of products – and how they accommodate different types of bodies. I was super happy to
learn that XR feels the same way. They are striving
to create products that literally every person, with
any combination of genitals, identifying any way, can
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How do you foresee businesses evolving the pleasure industry in the future, especially since women, the
LGBTQ+ community, and marginalized voices are
changing things for the better?
Josh: The biggest change I’ve seen in the pleasure
industry is a drive to be inclusive. Companies are
wanting to know what makes their customers tick,
what kind of products are actually working and
which they can phase out. Innovation, with the foundation of inclusivity, can be ground breaking.
Josh Ortiz and
Jessica Drake

What exciting stuff is coming up for you in the near
future?
Josh: Planning 2019 travel has begun, so I’m definitely getting pretty stoked about the places I get to
visit, and the people I get to meet and train. I always
have a blast. My wife and I are about to celebrate
our 9th wedding anniversary in a few weeks, I’m
about to celebrate my 36th birthday a few days
before that, and I work for the best company in the
industry. I’d say life in general is pretty damn exciting, and I wouldn’t change a thing.

Buck Angel
and Josh Ortiz
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The notion that Christianity is adverse to

sexual pleasure is a relic of bygone times
exclusive

We l l i n gto n E stevo p resents sch o enerlieben.de, a n ero tic sto re f o r a C h ristia n t ar get

With more than two billion followers, Christianity is the biggest religious community in the
world. In most European countries, Christians make up the majority of the population.
Put differently, this is a gigantic audience, and many Christians use sex toys, but for
obvious reasons, no erotic product has ever been targeted specifically at this group.
Now, German online shop Schönerlieben.de (better love) is taking a step in that direction,
positioning itself as “Germany’s first erotic store with Christian values.” The look,
product range, and philosophy of the shop all reflect this focus, and in our interview with
Wellington Estevo, the man behind the online shop, we learn more about his goals and
the unusual concept of Schönerlieben.

„

Schöner Lieben is “Germany‘s fi rst erotic
shop with Christian values.” How exactly are
Christian values refl ected in your shop?
Wellington Estevo: The most important
thing to us is that sexuality within a relationship is centred on and limited to two
people. Sexuality is something that we enjoy
together, and something that connects two
people in a very special way. We want to
foster and support that idea.
Why did you decide to create a store for
erotic products that follows this philosophy?
Wellington Estevo: The team behind the
site all have a Christian background and
have grown up in Protestant and Free
Church environments. We know our target
audience very well, and we are able to
approach them and cater to their individual
wishes. There has never been a store or
shop that really fi t our defi nition of Christian
sexuality, so we decided to change that
ourselves.
Which products can be found at your store,
i.e. which products match your philosophy?
Wellington Estevo: So far, we have been
very careful as far as the product range is
concerned. On principle, we are open to
almost everything, but we feel the best way
is to introduce our target audience to the
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Wellington Estevo, the
mastermind behind
Schöner Lieben
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ETO Show Sponsored by

ETO SHOW IS BACK!!
THE UK’s ONLY DEDICATED ADULT TRADE SHOW RETURNS
10TH/11TH MARCH 2019 AT THE RICOH ARENA IN COVENTRY
To register for your

FREE entrance badge*
and for full Show details visit: www.etoshow.com

The ETO Show is a trade only event and strictly no under 18s, students or consumers will be allowed entrance.

FOR EXHIBITION ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT JONATHAN KIRK
T: +44 (0) 7786 925080

E: jonathan@etoshow.com

@etoshow

000
*Register now and we will keep you updated on all the exhibitors, Show news and Show promotions. Every person wishing to visit needs to register separately and just once.
All visitors must bring proof of trade status (business card, stationery, supplier invoices etc).
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various facets of this world slowly and carefully.
And there are things like SM that will probably
only play a small part in our product range for the
time being.
The most important thing is the presentation of
the products. We do not sell products that have
any kind of pornographic imagery because we
want to encourage our customers to experiment
within their relationship. And being confronted
with other people’s naked bodies tends to get in
the way of that. But again, there are many product
categories we could see ourselves picking up –
anything that you can use as a couple.
And how would you defi ne your target audience?
Wellington Estevo: Our range of products is
geared towards people who are in – or want to
commit to – a lasting, serious relationship and
want to explore the aspects of their sexuality
within this relationship. Also, while the concept
is based on Christian values, that does not mean
we expect our customers to be religious. If this
concept speaks to you, it does not matter if you
are religious or not.

“O U R R A N G E O F
PRODUCTS IS GEARED
TO WA R D S P E O P L E W H O
A R E I N  O R WA N T TO
C O M M I T TO  A L A S TI N G ,
S E R I O U S R E L ATI O N S H I P
A N D WA N T TO E X P LO R E
TH E A S P E C T S O F TH E I R
S E X U A L I T Y W I TH I N TH I S
R E L ATI O N S H I P. “
WELLINGTON ESTEVO

How much acceptance is there for erotic products
among the Christian target audience? Do religious
Christians have a different perspective on these
products than the rest of the population?
Wellington Estevo: That differs from person to person. Some Christians are very open-minded when it
comes to sexuality, maybe even more open-minded
than your average citizen. Others feel uncomfortable
even talking about sexuality. The same is true for
people’s perception – and acceptance – of erotic
products. What we do see is that, on the whole,
people show a surprising amount of interest in this
product category. Sometimes you need to convince
them that their curiosity is nothing to be ashamed of,
but we have become quite adept at that.

Open sexuality and Christianity often seem at
odds with one another, and many people feel that
the Christian religion is averse to sexual pleasure.
What is your opinion?
Wellington Estevo: The notion that Christianity
is averse to sexual pleasure is a relic of bygone
times. Practicing Christians are more open about
sex than ever. Admittedly, there are certain touchy
areas, but those don’t have to do with sexuality in
general but with the way this sexuality is expressed. And even when it comes to those themes,
there are many different opinions. I think if there is
a big common denominator among Christians it’s
that sexuality should be tied to a relationship, but
we accept it if people feel differently about that.

Which trends have struck a chord with your target
audience? Is there a product category that is
particularly popular?
Wellington Estevo: Apart from your typical
drugstore articles like condoms and lubricants,
our customers are very interested in sex toys that
are designed for two. Couples‘ vibrators are in
high demand. But we also get great feedback on
massage oils and similar products.

How would you describe the situation in the
market for erotic products? What are the biggest
challenges facing you in the German e-commerce
market right now?
Wellington Estevo: The sale of erotic products
on the internet is booming, as are most other
areas of the e-commerce sphere. The aspect
of anonymity is obviously very important to the
consumers. The biggest challenge we are faced
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vibrating
body massager
quiet but strong motor
7 vibe & intensity modes
waterproof
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Schöner Lieben can be found on the
internet, but also at festivals and
conventions – here, Freakstock 2018

with is probably the pricing competition. Many online shops are selling products at discount prices,
and it is hard to keep up with them, especially if
your main goal is not just to sell stuff quickly, but
to actually offer a pleasant shopping experience
to your customers.
Another inherent challenge of the online retail
market is that the consumers can’t really tell
which products are good just by looking at
them on a website. Consequently, it is harder to
convince them that a high-quality toy truly offers
better quality than a cheaper product. After all,
the customers don’t see the products before they
buy them.
What can you tell us about your plans for the
future of Schöner Lieben?
Wellington Estevo: We are constantly fi netuning
and optimising the shop and our product range.
However, we are not just pursuing this project to
generate as many sales as possible, but also –
and especially – to provide a source of information
and education. We will put more emphasis on that
aspect as we go along, and we are already working on comprehensive info materials, including
a blog that will touch upon our product range but
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whose focus will be on sexuality in general.
Also, we have been strengthening our presence
outside the internet by presenting our products at
Christian events, and we will continue to do that.
The positive response has been surprising even
to us, and we are already looking forward to the
next event in our calendar, the German Protestant
Church Congress 2019 in Dortmund. At present,
we are still in the planning phase, and we will invite producers to contribute to our promo materials
as the event draws nearer.
We already had the support of several well-known
brands like HOT, pjur, We-Vibe, and My Size at a
Christian festival in 2018, for which we are very
thankful. This support really inspires us. There is
room for many brands in this market, and we are
looking forward to introducing them to our target
audience.
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One of the regular questions in our Monthly Mayhem is: With whom would you switch
lives for a day? Often times, you get the kinds of answers you’d expect, like the
President or the Pope, etc. Leigh Dedhar, however, would switch bodies with his dog
instead. The reasons why are rather intriguing. But there’s much more of interest to
be found in this edition of Monthly Mayhem, including a humorous jibe against Stark
Distribution’s Mike Ryan.

„

In one of our last Monthly Mayhem interviews, Mike Ryan (Stark Distribution) called
you the ‚Self-proclaimed sexiest man alive‘.
How do you cope with this?
Leigh Dedhar: I‘m used to the fame and
have come to terms with my dashing good
looks.
What was your childhood ambition?
Leigh Dedhar: Be a stay at home dad!
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Leigh Dedhar: By pure luck. The right place
at the right time.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Leigh Dedhar: Running my own business.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Leigh Dedhar: Moving to Doxy.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Leigh Dedhar: Still employed, I hope!
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How do you envision the future of the love
toy industry?
Leigh Dedhar: No idea! If I know that, I
would create my own brand to make buckets of cash!
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Leigh Dedhar: Working from home is a
great perk as I would hate the daily commute into an offi ce. The perfect day would be
everything going according to plan! But as
any manufacturer would know... that is very
rarely the case!
How do you relax after work?
Leigh Dedhar: Walking the dog and whisky!
Who would you consider your role model
and why?
Leigh Dedhar: I always think of Richard
Branson when I get asked this question. He
built a global brand from nothing. I also think
of Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon …
Blows my mind what it is today.
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Leigh Dedhar
Questions & Answers

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Leigh Dedhar: It would have to go to Mike Ryan at
Stark with the ADD award ... For most likely to be
distracted by ‚Look, something shiny‘.

“ D O N ’ T U P S E T A N YO N E

Which personal success are you proud of?
Leigh Dedhar: Built and sold a business before
the age of 30.

W H O H A S A C C E S S TO

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Leigh Dedhar: I like that I am very sexy, beautiful
eyes, pearly whites, 6ft 5”, 8 pack abs, a charming
personality with size 13 / 46 shoes.

LEIGH DEDHAR

Which vice could you never forgive?
Leigh Dedhar: Hurting animals

YO U R TO OTH B R U S H ! “

Leigh Dedhar: Mobile, wifi, and a charger!

What song do you sing in the shower?
Leigh Dedhar: More of a bubble bath kinda guy!
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Leigh Dedhar: If I could go back in time … Mike
Ryan! Haunting! Also rather funny … poor kid.
You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Leigh Dedhar: Cape Town!!! Hands down the
best place in the world.
Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
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If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Leigh Dedhar: My dog Ralph – That guy has
the best life! Zero stress and chase my tale! Also
intrigued to lick my own ...
Is there anything you would never do again?
Leigh Dedhar: I will never drink expired milk before a 12-hour fl ight again.
Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Leigh Dedhar: Don’t upset anyone who has
access to your toothbrush!

Pleasure

...comes in all shapes and sizes

CBL Lubricating Powder is especially developed for you to create the desired thickness of
your lube. You can control the thickness of your lube by adding or leaving out water in the mix.
Besides this, you can make up to 25 liters of lube with only a 225 gram jar.

Place the desired
amount in a bowl
or cup.

Add water.

Stir until smooth.

Enjoy your lubricant.
Add more water for
less thickness.

The CBL Lubricating Powder is available at your
regular wholesaler. For further information mail
sales@cobeco.nl or visit shop.cobeco.nl

Producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands
info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94
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Perfect cream to stimulate butt enlargement with an unique ingredient combination. Suitable for daily use, perfectly combinable with butt exercises.
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LUBRICANTS

HOT BIO LUBRICANT

www.HOT-PV.com
HOT PRODUCTION

Erweiterung unseres BIO Sortiments mit
ANAL SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE
und XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Biologische
& vegane, wasserbasierende Gleitgele.
Besonders angenehm zur Haut. Verleiht
einen seidenweichen Touch. Eco-Tube
aus nachwachsendem Rohstoff.

HOT BIO LUBRICANT
Expansion of our BIO range with ANAL
SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE and
XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Organic & vegan,
waterbased lubricants. Especially pleasant to the skin. Gives a silky soft touch.
Eco tube made from renewable raw
materials.

BIO lubricant
waterbased
Anal Superglide

BIO lubricant
waterbased
Warming Glide

BIO lubricant
waterbased
Xtreme Superglide

100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44181

100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44182

100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44183

Biologische & vegane Gleitmittel-Serie.
G eitmittel Serie Organic & vegan
v gan lubricant-series.
lubricant series
Zertifiziert und NCP geprüft. Hochwertigste Inhaltsstoffe
unterstreichen die biologische Gleitmittelfamilie. Mit neuer
Eco-Tube wurde diese BIO-Serie produziert und rundet
den biologischen Gedanken des Gesamtkonzeptes ab.

Certified and NPC tested.
Ingredients of highest
quality underline the
organic lubricant family.
This BIO series was
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BIOLOGISCHE & VEGANE GLEITMITTEL-SERIE!
ORGANIC & VEGAN LUBRICANT-SERIES!

lubricants

produced with a new eco
tube and rounds up the
organic line of thought
of the overall concept.

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email: office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

